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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 10, 1978 inOur 99th Year ISc Per CoPY
Murray State University
Picketing In Second Day
Murray State University service
employees were expected to meet in
Murray City Park before noon today in
connection with picketing against the
university.
Service employees continued to man
picket lines around the campus today in
to the sçhtI's. nap I to
recognize a union contract.
Picketers say they have paid for the
cost of two car tires belonging to an
employee of the university food ser-
vices reported slashed Tuesday.
A spokesman for campus 'security
said it was not known whether the in-




Murray School Board members are
expected to adopted a budget for fiscal
year 1987-1979 and approve a school
calendar for next school year when the
board meets Thursday evening at 7:30
p.m.
The school board session will be in
Murray Middle School Library.
Board members are expected to meet
- With Murray Middle facultS, from 7:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. before starting the
regular session.
Other agenda items for the Thursday
session are:
—Recommendations of a salary
schedule for school year 1978-1979;
—Presentation of bids on renovation
completion of Murray Middle;
—Approval of extra time, extra
service personnel for school year 1978-
1979, and honorarium recom-
mendations for the same year;
—Plus the treasurers' report, per-
sonnel recommendations and other




Calloway County School Board
members are expected to adopt salary
'schedules for school year 1978-1979
when the board meets, Thursday, May
11 at 7:30 p.m.
Board members are also slated to
talk about next year's school calendar
during the session.
Othe business °for the meeting in
school administrative office on College
'rain -React Includes:
—Discpssion with athletic coaching
staffs;
—Disposal of surplus property and
discussion concerning the pruchase of a
new tractor;
—An executive session for student
personnel discussion;
—Personnel recommendations and
discusaion of a personel leave day;
—Discussion of a film library
agreement and the West Kentucky
Educational Cooperative;
—Consideration of a policy for issuing
0..eck81 —A P lic
"all or a portion of Payne Street from
14th to 15th Street."
—An amendment to the community
development grant budget.
A picket spodesman today also
denied reports of "intimidation and
harrassment" of university employees
who are crossing picket lines. "We're
not threatening them," one spokesman
said.
Bill Mulligan, a spokesman for the
—employees' - group, -said _from _80 to._100
service employees began picketing
Tuesday and Mulligan estimated over
75 percent of the employees honored the
picket lines and did not report for work.
"We will continue picketing until we
get a contract," Mulligan said.
The university has consistently
refused to recognize employees'
requests to affiliate with the-American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees union and to
enter into collective bargaining with
them.
Dr. Richard Gray, MSU vice-
president for administrative services,
said in a news release issued late
Monday the school "as a public agency,
is not governed by the National Labor
Relations Board" and under Kentucky
statutes, the university is not obligated
to negotiate with an employees union.
Two AFSMCE officials are in
Murray, Stan Inman, from Lexington,
and Mel Scott, a national represen-
tative from Dayton, Ohio.
"We're showing that our organization
Is behind these workers here at Murray
_State University and in case there is a
possibility of negotiations betafflen_ the
_ university and the union."
Inman said the employees are not
actually affiliated with the union as of
yet. That affiliation, he said, will come
if the university allows a campus-wide
secret ballot vote.
"They (university spokesmen) can
handle their problems individually. If
_that's the case, why don't they let the
employees vote. Their reasoning seems
Inconsistent," Inman said.
Union spokesman declined to allow
the press to attend the session today at
11 a.m.
UnheraP011111111W say that potentially
470 food service personnel, wound-
skeepers, printers, security Workers,
electricians and maintenance workers
could affiliate with a unien local.
Mulligan said pickets closed one
university snack bar. He said the main
school cafeteria was serving only cold
cuts and fruit because of the picketing
and worker absenteeism.
A delegation of employees met
Monday with Gray and were told the
university would not recognize an






—The superintendent is also expected
to make a report during the session
An audit of the 1977 general fund of
the City of Murray will be presented to
the Murray Common Council at its
regular meeting Thursday night.
Also on the agenda for the meeting,
which begins at 7:30 p.m. in City Hall,
are:
—A report15117 1978 budget for the
first four months of the year;
—The second reading of an ordinance
rezoning certain areas of 12th Street;
—Consideration of revised bylaws for
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital;
Hearing on the closing of
GIVEN ALTRUPITIC AWARD — The Need line service organization of
Murray and Calloway County was named as the recipient of the out-
standing altruistic award of the Kentucky Alpha Delta Kappa and a check
for $1,000 was presented by foanena Sykes,- left, president of the Rho Chap-
ter of AIIK of Murray and Calkmay County, and 'Betty Riley, right, local
chapter member and corresponding secretary of the Kentucky ADK.. to the
Rev. Dr.:David'Roos 
and 
Euple Ward, president and executive director of
the Need Duejeryiee respectively, at a luncheoo held May 6 at the home,..,
of Agnes McDaniel. The aryiwincement of the award was made at the,
elate ADK meeting held in Somereet on Aprq 211 and 2. The AM( is a
sorority for teachers of Murray and Calloway ( ounty. The Need line of-
ficials expressed appreciation tosthe local ADK chapter for entering the
Need line for the altruistic competition.
The group later met with 61SIJ
President Dr Constantine Curris, Who
echoed Gray's position, Mulligan said.
Gray also said there were.-"several
reported incidents of intimidation and
harassment" of men working on con-
struction of a heating and  cooling plant
for the university.
Mulligan said he had no knowledge of
the reported tirecutting or of
"harassment and intimidation."
Gray said the high absenteeism
presented no special problems for the
university.
"Our main objective right now is
getting our students fed," Gray said.
"This is their last week and we are also
trying to get ready for graduation
ceremonies.
"With the., use of supervisory per-
sonnel and other staff we have been
able to keep the food service going and
we are making preparations for gradu-
ation, so we are keeping things run-
ning," Gray added.
Mulligan said the employees will seek
a meeting between city and university
officials in another attempt to gain
union recognition.
me
Volume le Ne. 199.
DISCUSSING LAW AND SOCIAL SERVICES — District judge Sid Easley (second from left) of Murray, who presides
in Calloway and Marshall counties, makes a point during a discussion with people involved in a workshop on the
"Legal Aspects of Social Service Delivery" at Murray State University May 4-5. Shown with him are (from left) Dr.
Wallace Baggett, director of the Division of Social Work at Murray State, which sponsored the workshop; Lynn Mit-
chell and Pat Shipman, attorneys in the Office of Counsel of the Department for Human Resources, who conducted
the workshop; and Lee King, Jackson Purchase program manager for the Kentucky Bureau for Social Services.
Over 750 To Graduate From Murray State
Exercises This Saturday; 55th Class
By DWAIN McINTOSH —
Graduation exercises at Murray
State University on Saturday, May 13,
for the 55th spring graduating class will
mark the end of another academic year
on the campus.
Dr. M. G. Scarlett, president of
Middle Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro, Tenn, will deliver the
commencement address during
ceremonies to begin at 10 a. m. in the
university fieldhouse.
A total of 758 students have filed for
degrees this spring, including 592 for
bachelor's, 144 for master's, three for
specialist's, and 19 for associate
degrees. The exact number of
graduates will be determined when
university officials have completed a
check to certify that requirements have
been met.
Mid-year graduates, as well as spring
term graduates, will go through the cap
and gown ceremony since no formal
commencement is held following the
fall semester. Among the 347-mid-year
graduates are 244 bachelor's, 94
master's, two specialist's, and seven
associate degrees.
Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, university
president, will award the degrees, and
the Rev. Mr. Fred C. Morton, United
Methodist campus minister, will give
the invocation andhenediction.
Honorary degrees will be conferred
on Scarlett and on Dr. Hugh L. Oakley
and Richard W. "Doc" Farrell, both of
whom retired from Murray State in
1977. Oakley was dean of the College of
Industry and Technology and Farrell
was chairman of the Department of
Music.
The list of honor graduates in the
spring semester graduating class inz
eludes 169 names — 40 as summa cum
laude ( over standing of 3.8 or higher of
a possible 4.00), 37 as magna cum laude
(overall standing of 3.6 to 3.79), and 92
as cum laude (overall standing to 3.3 to
3.59).
Three graduates in the spring class
and three mid-year graduates will be
recognized for perfect 4.00 academic
standings. The spring graduates are
David Robert Been , and Karen Martin,
both of Owensboro, and Lorri Lee
Weston of Paris, Tenn. Mid-year
graduates are Noel Wayne Hudson and
Robin Jay Swift, both of Owensboro,
and Nancy Alice DeBoe Beck of
Ecldyville.
Other top graduates, all with 3.97
standings, are Daniel Clay Lovett Of
Owensboro, Meii Heather McClure of
Henderson, Edward G. McFarland of
Geneseo, N. Y., and Nancy G. Smith of
Russellville, all in the spring class, and
Steven Yarbrough of Paducah, a mid-
year graduate.
Others graduating with honors in the
spring class are:
Summa cum la ude — Robert T. Allen,
Kathleen Denise Doyle, and Judy Ward
Grogan, all of Murray; Beverly Radon
Swain, Park Ridge,, Ill.; Karen
Elizabeth Atkins, Camden, Tenn.;
Cynthia Lou Auble, Hopki-nsville;
'Timothy Ray Bowling, Spottsville;
Lizbeth Ann Burbridge, Elkhart, Ind.;
Mary Ellen Daniels, Centralia, Ill.;
Rebecca Sue Elliott, C:armi, Ill.; David
W. Ezell, Princeton; Jane Syers
Hancock, Sturgis; Mn Michele Harris,
Owensboro.
Philip Glen Hunt, Paducah; Teresa
Brown Kepley, Franklin; Mary Gail
Lovelace, White Plains; David Glenn
Luttrell, Georgetown; Daniel Walker
McClure, UnionsCity, Tenn.; Dennis R.
McGee, Tell City, Indl; Vanessa Karen
Miller, Henderson; Angela Babette
Morgan, Advance, Mo.; Randy Eugene
Oliver, Metropolis, 111.; James Patrick
O'Rourke, Elgin, III; Julie A. Rofes
and Elizabeth Ann Scott, both of
Louisville.
Patricia Carr Rutledge, Cincinnati,
Ohio; Judith Ann Schieber, Eureka,
Ill.; Julie Ann Skaggs, Utica; Kimberly
Geann Stull, Memphis, Tenn.; Frances
Byrd Tichenor, Benton; Patricia Gaye
Upton, Fulton.
Magna cum laude — Charlotte
Robertson Barnett, Eminence; Elise
Maria Bastin, Hopkinsville; Anita Ann
Padgett Boss, Mark Wayne Grief,
Dorothy Laura Peters, William R.
Russell, Jr., and Robert Cary Taylor,
all of Paducah; John Edward Brown,
Florence; Theodore Allen Bruce, Erin,
Tenn.; Pamela Lynn Carter, Callie
Frances Smith, and John David Vargo,
all of Louisville.
Vicky McKinney Carter, Princeton;
Esley Jane Brown Chaot, Eddyville;
Jerry Martin Cloyd, Marion; Quentin
Lee Fannin, Debora Roberts Jolly,
Jana Lynn Jones, Rita L. McClellan,
Sandra Burt Morehouse, and Timonthy
David Swain, all of Murray; Susan
Elaine Fenwick, West Paducah; Ka
Green, Hickman; Debra Beck Haley,
Carmi, ill., Melinda Anne Hocker and
Darlene McPherson, both of Arlington.
Bob Hardy Little and Stanley Keith
Walton, both of Benton; Paul Douglas




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll was the target of two
apparently unrelated assassination
plots in 1976, administration sources
say.
They say the alleged -potential killers
are known and are under surveillance.
No assassination attempt occurred, and
no arrests were made.
The administration sources continue
  to refuse LS disclose any. possible
motives, although one said again
Tuesday. that "it would blow your
mind" if the motive of one suspect
became known.
Gary Auxier, deputy press secretary
to the governor, said that information
shown to him by an Associated Press
reporter on the subject - essentially is
accurate. State Justice Secretary John
Smith also said the information is
"essentially correct."
The data came tram two informants
The AP obtained details, including a
picture of one alleged "hit man," about
.--one-year ago from an -twieninietrotioe---
official . -
However, since he refused to allow,
attribution, even on the basis ni
anonymity, The AP declined to run a
story.
Carroll's security protection in
creased in late 1976 to an extraordinary'
degree and prompted speculation. It
has eased somewhat in recent
months. 
The Kentucky Post, in Tuesday's
editions, quoted Smith as saying that "a
Louisville thug and a profeisional hit
man" were sent after Carroll.
Smith said later Tuesday, however,
that it was "tough to say" whether he
would describe the man as a :profes-
sional hit man."
"He didn't hit anybody, so I don't
know. lean tell you he's got a past
criminatiecord," Smith said, adding_ _
that the man has not been charged with
any professional killings. •
Carroll repeatedly has refer,red
assassination queetions to Smith- and
has commented that "I don't want to
know too much" about the purported
plots.
As administration sources tell it, one
Prospective killer is a man from Jef-
ferson County with a -dangerous record
Of violence. Ths other, not previously
known, flew in from a western state,
Probably Nevada, around Christnos
time in 1976, the sources said._
- ieronrrenenrertionf the 1101WeeS, in-
forniation about the Louiseille man
aPparentty emanated from-the FBI-and
a tip on the other from a local police
department which was contacted by an
underworld informer.
Smith has said previously he knows
the motive behind the Louisville man's
Purported effort and has called it
"rather an obvious thing" — a remark
at variance with another source's
comment that it is mind-boggling,
He and other administration sources
have said some obvious reasons,
however, are off the mark — such as a
rumor that commercial bail bondsmen
sought revetfge• for Carroll's proposed
legislation in the 1976 General
Assembly which banned their business
in Kentucky.
There also was a third report of a
possible aesessination attempt  that
supposedly came from a police in..
forrnant at Lexington and seemingly
was separate from the Other two
alleged plane .
But administration sources implied
this information was not taken as
seriously as the other reports.
The Louisville man in question was
. continually wptched and seems, ac-
cording to the best information, nOt to
have had any special interest in coming
to Frankfort.
The western suspect is reported by
the-sources as-baying -flown-into-Fraok.--
fort as forecast by petite and stayed at
soroeene.!a_bome _are. . • .
to :the..soproes...-hours. of
pántt èued at one point when the
plaincl ive assigned to
follow hiiniost ail. But he returned
after some days.(apd that has been the
last of that scare.
Mason, Illiopolis, nl.; Ricky Gene
Nobles, Qulin, Mo.; Jeff D. Smith,
Shelbyville, Ill.; Elwood Trent Snead,
Fulton; Michael Noble Stephens,
Dexter, Mo.; Rachel Henrietta
Talmage, Metropolis, Ill.; Kathy Anita
Taylor, Dover, Tenn.; Joan Elise
Weber, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.; and -
Teresa Jane Williams, Milburn.
Cum laude — Patricia Wilson
Allbritten, Donna L. Rodgers Daniel,
Patsy Jean Forsee, Danny Wayne
See hiau GRADUATION




William M. Steely of Murray, a senior
biology major and advanced ROTC
cadet at Murray State University, has
been awarded a four-year U. S. Army
Health:and Professional Scholarship to
begin studies in August at the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine.
His scholarship covers books, fees,
tuition and partial instruments, plus
;400 a month for four years. The
scholarship total each year amounts to
thy.___about $7,400, making it worth some
$29,600 for the full four years.
Steely, who has .an overall grade
point average of 3.8 of a possible 4.00,
will be commissioned a second
lieutenant in the U. S. Army Reserves
and, following four years of medical
school, will enter on active duty in the
Army Medical Corps with the rank of
captain.
He was presented the Scholastic
Excellence Award for senior class
cadets during the annual President's
Review ceremony on the campus on
Thursday, May 4.
Steely is married to the former Mary
Alice Gregg of Downey, Calif., and they
have a two-year-old daughter, Jennifer
Rebecca. The Steelys live at 31 Orchard
Heights on the campus.
today's index





Deaths & Funerals 16-A
Horoscope 5-B
Let's Stay Well 7-B
Local Scene —714., 3-A, 4-.4:
Opinion Page 7-A
Sports  11-A, 12-A, 13-A, 14-A
clear tonight
Clear tonigL. Highs today in
low to mid 70s. Lows tonight in
the mid to upper "50s. Highs
Thursday in the low to mid 80s.
--Parity cloudy F'riday through
Sundax, with cbance of showers..Sund
Priday night and
ending from the west Sunday.
Lows from the upper 40s to upper
50s. Highs from the 70s to low 80s
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City Attorney, J. William
'Bill" Phillips, was the guest
lecturer to students enrolled
at Paralegal Studies at
Murray State University
taught by Paul Taparauskas.
The students were engaged
in a study of Litigation and
Trial Practice and had ob-
served the recent -Fish Kill"
trial between the City of
Murray and the I)epartment
of Fish and Wildlife.
Phillips explained . the
necessary steps in
preparation for a civil , trial
and spoke specifically on .the
Fish Kill trial as it developed
in the courtroom.
A variety of questions were
--rals&i by the students co-
cerung the procedure they
ha4 witnessed to which
Ph lips responded, including
an xplanation of the reasons
Ind such procedures and
isions.
Phillips is a native of
Calloway County and has been
engaged in the private
practice of law for the past 16
years. He is frequent speaker
lie are pleased to an-
nounce that Jane Warie
IT agar. bride-elert of
Ronald Lynn Wayfteld.




Jarte, and Ronald will




Information, Please Call 753-3314
Robert Mitchum- Sarah Miles
"The Big Sleep" _
611107r=7"FrifTvrTiCr
All Seats $3.00 Under 17 Must Have
if No Bargain Nite Written Perrnission
641 N Central CU SA TURD/3 Y7.NIGNI
iktFEVER
and lecturer to groups and
organizations in the area on
the number of subjects
dealing with legislation and
the law
AtIft Salmon -opened-- her
home for the 6meeting of the
Baptist Young Women of the
Northside Baptist churchheld
on Monday, May 1.
..• "The Church and-Changing
.Society'llwas the theme of the
'program presented by. Judy
Jones.
A social hour was held with'
refreshments being served, by
Mrs. Salmon to Mary Ann
McCuiston, LaDon Haley,
Judy Jones, Sheila McGinnis,
anJ Janice Graham, mem-
bers, and Fay Manning,,guest.
The next meeting will be
June 5 at seven p. m. at the
Kennedy-Duncan
Misl Karen Ruth Kennedy
home of LaDon Haley. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Beale Kennedy announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
' Karen Ruth, to Jerry Brooks Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs._
Gerald Hayes Duncan.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
R. Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Lockhart. She graduated
from Murray State University in December 1977 with a
Bachelor of Science degree in home economics. She is a mem-.
her of the Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Mr. Duncan is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. David Stanley
_Duncan oI_Calisiway C,ounty and the late Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Wolfe of Marion, Va. He is a graduate of Murray State
University With a Bachelor of Science degree in rnanifac-
turing engineering.
The wedding is being planned for Saturday. June 24, with
members of the immediate families in attendance. A reception
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If April showers bring May
flowers, what will May
showers bring'. Well grass for
one thing and weeds for
another It has been cool
following the showers of last
weekend, but when it warms
up a little we can literally see
the grass growing a little
higher each day But how
fresh everything looks. The
trees glisten, the small plants
that have been set out are
shining and green. Even the
new buds and blossoms make
you know that spring is really
here.
I am afraid we won't have
much spring. It will go from
cool evenings to hot weather Have you been out to the
in just a few days. But heat display of little annual plants
can be shut off in the house at the local nurseries and
and doors opened to the fresh stores? I have never seen
air and we will feel in- such a tempting array. They
vigorated and filled with new are so reasonable and easy to
hope and life, plant, so why not go out and
1 was happy to get some get a goodly supply to
geraniums set out in a bed brighten up your yard. There
before the rain, and hope the are all sorts of plants, some
chilly nights won't be too cool suitable for hanging baskets,
for them I even managed to some for porch boxes, some
set out a small row of for setting out in the yard in
vegetables Just the little beds No matter what your
things like parsley, broccoli tastes may be you can find
and a couple of tomatoes I just what you want. Since
only have a small row along a they come in small packages.
tenet, but It was too -good i—you an biiy a box of six or a
spot to waste. I stuck some tray of a couple of dozen. Just
free packages of tiny bulbs in imagine what they will look
back row and it will be like in a few weeks, with all
interesting to see what comes the various colors. If you
up -- if anything Every order have no place for a bed, then
of plants always contains a plant a pot full and put it at
bonus package of some Kind your doorway. You will love
Usually a package of seed or it
occasionally a small packet
of small bulbs. So it Is fun to
put them in, now knowing
what they are.
We are all going to have to
fight dandelions this year.
Perhaps a general spray in
every yard would help. Seed
have been merrily blowing
across the landscape,
preparing next year's crop of
these little yellow blossoms
If we only had a few of then)
we would think they were
desirable and dainty, and that
the seed pods were amusing
But enough of anything is
enough
HOLLAND GIRL
• Mr. and Mrs. James Ray
Holland, Route Seven,
Kingswood Subdivision,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, iStephanie Ann,
weighing six pounds one
ounce, measuring 184 inches
long, born on Sunday, May 7,
at 11:06 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is with the
Holland Used Car Motor
Sales, and the mother has
been employed at the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Holland of
Murray Route Three and Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Workman or
Hazel. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Milburn Holland and
Mrs. 011ie Workman of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs_ Rex
Jones of Murray Route Three,
and Roy Hart of HazeL
DICK GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bob LI Dick of
-Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Robyn, weighing six
pounds 13it ounces, born on




Veopal Dick of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Headley
. Thompson of Benton. A great
grandfather is H. 'Bert Smith
of Benton.
publisher Walter L. Apperson
Uttar ft. Gene McCutcheon
MI Minify Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4. Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served by carriers. $2.50 per month.
payable in advance. By mail in
Calloway County arid to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
m Ky., and Parts. Buchanan
and Puryear. Tn.. $19.50 per year By
mail to other destinations, $35.00 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
entitled to republish local news
unginated by The Murray Ledger &
T: riles as well as all other AP news. -
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office  753-1916
Classified Advertiaing 753-1916
Retail 1' Display) Advertising  753-1919
753-1916
News and Sports Dept  753-1918
PRESENT PROGRAM—The Puppet Players, composed of teen and preteen boys and
girls of the Memorial Baptist Church, directed by L D. and Nancy Cathey, presented a
special program at the April meeting of the Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House. They are, left to right, back
row, Wayne Cathey, Karla Russell, Kay Russell, Amy Whitlow, bottom row, Susan
Perrin and Mark Cunningham. Not pictured are Lee Cottrell, Alan Shaeffer, and Charlie
Shaeffer. Laura Jennings, Marjorie Dunn, and Chris Graham were in charge of the
arrangements for the meeting. Guests were Vickie Kloke, Janet Ward, and Judy
Grogran.
CHILDRENS CORNER COUPON — CHILDRENS CORNER
At Childrens Corner







• Bank Rate Financing
*Plenty of Free Parking
• Service after the sale
The Lawn I Garden Business
is NOT a sideline with us
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heat edediAt
Otd-Ti rner Has .
Faith in Abby
—13-y-Ataigail-Van-Bufen—
DEAR ABBY: I am a retired coal miner, now 82, and
believe it or not, I can still read without eyeglasses. I don't
remember when I first started to read DEAR ABBY, but it
}ifis now "become a very important part of my life.
Will you please do me a favor and settle a lengthy and
heated disagreement I have been having with a good
friend of mine named Curly. Curly says that you do not
personally write your own column or answer your mail. He
claims you have assistants and secretaries do it for you. I
say that you do all your own writing. Anyway, we have a
$10 wager, so please let me know who is right.
GARY AURITT, STONINGTON, CONN.
DEAR GARY: You are. I have a staff of devoted
secretaries who are expert typists (I'm not). They do the
research and handle .eferrals, but every line published
under my name is written by me!
Collect the $10 from Curly, but be careful how you spend
it, Gary, because I don't want to be responsible for
contributing to the delinquency of a miner.
• ,
DEAR ABBY: When my son was married 12 years.ago, I
gave him my wedding ring to give to his bride. She wore it
for 10 years, then she put it away because my son gave her
—a-beautiful set of rings with diamonds for her 10th wedding
anniversary.
Three months ago, my son and his wife started divorce
proceedings, and I asked my son to get my wedding ring
back. He told me he had already asked his wife for it but
-7-site wouldn't give it up. She said it was HERS—regardless
of where it came from. Finally I called and told her there
--was a lot of sentiment attached to that ring and I wanted it
back.
She then had the nerve to say that she also attached a lot
of sentiment to the ring and refused to part with it.
How can I get it back and what should I do now?
. BOILING POINT
•a
DEAR BOILING: Your son GAVE the wedding ring to
her, therefore it's hers. And I see no way for you to get it
back if she doesn't want to part with it. The word from
here is, simmer down and give up.
DEAR ABBY: My 13-year-old sister has this crazy thing
about germs. If someone coughs or sneezes near her, she
holds her breath or runs out of the room. .
If someone touches her food, she won't eat it. She
sterilises ii•r toothbrush every time she uses it. She won't
use a towel if anyone else has touched it. When we go
anywhere, slie won't touch doorknobs or railings with her
bare hands because they're ."xerrny."
.Our whole family is disgusted with her fussiness and
over-cleanliness. What's wrong with her? And do you think
she'll grow out of it?
WORRIED SISTR
DEAR WORRIED: Your sister has an obsessive
"phobia" (fear) about germe. It is not uncommon, but her
chances of "outgrowing it" are slim. Please urge your
parents to take her to a psychiatrist. With treatment, her
phobia can be removed.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding.""
Send S1 and a long, stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby. 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
SUSHI SfDUCTKP4 with a brilliant touch of night dressing. The
loose peignoir has, buttlirrfly defers and a tie front The
sleeveless gown' with plunging V-necirline and a draw tie. By
Ralpt Montenero for Illan'cfir Of Tustr6sis rrylon trek in peach",
S, tcl. I tInaerir
L_Moth-elr's Day Special 1
TOP-FILLING DISPOSABLE
Top-Filling disposable dust bag avoids
























- • Big disposable bag
• 4-on-the-ftoor carpet shift,






If We Don't Carry
A Part, We Will Order It
• Bags *Attachments,-
• Belt" • Brush Straps
• Hoses • Filters
• Motors • Brushes
We Repair ANY Vacuum EVER Made
How the exclusive Litton
Meal-h-Onm microwave
cooks 5 foods at once.
•
It's the first microwave
to cook 1. 2, 3 foods,
even a complete meal all at once.
Removable
You'd expect it from Litton.
The Litton 500 Series
Meat-lit-One microwave
oven is a whole new iilea.
13tiiiha1Vw-h—a-t you'fflik
come to expect from the





Unlike other microwave ovens,
microwaves enter from both sides to
surround and cook beds more evenly


















time and cooking speed
for you automatically.














Cook at the touch of a •
- finger. Wriable power. '
. lets you warm, defrost
simmer, roast, saute
or cools at any setting
in between
Taste a Meal-In-One
at your LittoK dealer.
ER LITTON






You Get These 
Great
Quasar Features:
• 1000/0 Solid 
State "Service 
Miser""







Touch Control lets 
you adjust
pictnre to your 
personal preference.
• Uses only 
118 watts of 
energy (typical)













Paul Wi,nslow's Is Your Complete Quasar Dealer
Quasar makes television special again
PAUL WINSLOW'S
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iss Sonia Darlene Ilendan and I!ark Rue',
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Hendon of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sonia Darlene, to Maric_aucy, son of Allen Bury and Mrs. Jean
Green of Murray.
The bride-elect is the grandaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Marr and Mrs. Elsie Hendon and the late Lamar Hendon, and
the great grandaughter of Mrs. Roy Marr,all of Murray.
The groom-to-be is the grandson of Mrs. Martha Bucy and
the late Dallas Bucy, and of Mr. and Mrs. D. Y. Morgan of
Murray.
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 2, at seven p.m.
at the Grace Baptist Church. A reception will follow at the
Holiday Inn.




Woadings Christmas - Birthdays
Ecister - Fathers Day - Anniversaries




We Will Is Closed May 15 %rank May 21-
N“PoRilit May 22
The Spera1 Mccasitm, liatt
12' °V, 'COTO, 1, Open *0 5 153 31.
the green door
Onueland Center Chestnut ,treet
Mother's Day Gifts









fr- Decorative pill boxes
J....Inlaid Jade jewelry boxes from
China
Music boxes & tables from Italy
Carved Cinnebar boxes & plates
from China
C OM MUNI TY
CAT E NDAR
Wednesday, May la
Murray Bass Club will meet
Nig&Triangle Inn at 6:30 y.
Circles of First- Urrittd
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah with
Mrs. George Stockton, Ruth
Wilson with Mrs. J. E. Fortin,
and Wesleyan with Mrs.
Maurice Humphrey, all at 7:30
p.m. 
Tharsday, May 11
Beginner tennis for women
at the Murray Country Club
will start at a. m at the
club courts. All interested
members are invited.
Murray High School
Choruses will nresent its
spring concert at the Murray
High gym at seven p. m. The
public is invited.- -
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland, Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m. at the home of
Mary Kathryn Cain with
Rebecca Irvan to review tkie
book, -Tramp For The Lord!'
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: -Smith
Murray at 10:30 a.m. for
potluck lincheon at County
Extension office; Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9.30 am.;.
Friday, May 12
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Esco
Gunter at 1:30p. m.
Grill Out will be held at the
Oaks Cohntry Club at 6:30 p
Each one is to bring steak
and rest will be furnished.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held at 9:30 a. m. and
one p. m. Call 753-0929 for
transportation by _nine a. m
and 11:30a.m.
Recognition teleummy for
Murray • State's , graduating
seniors in nursing will be held
in the auditorium of the
Student Center at seven p. m.
- Families and friends are
invited.
" Saturday, May 13
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven pc m. at the church with
the program by the Pup-
peteers of Oak Grove CUM-
berland Presbyterian Church.
"Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Corine
McNutt; 712 Main Street, at
1:30p.m.
Kentucky Lake Sailing Club
will open its Governbr's Cup
Regatta at eight a. m. at the
Racers, Town anc Country, new sailing, club logatedyorlh
and ProgresSive: With—Orace— of Kenlake State Park cam-
and time not announced. pgrouncis
Welcome Wagon Club will
have an auction sale, open to
the public, at 7:30 p. m. at the
First Christian Church
basement.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
 ,eintr-ficnise
m. •
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p. in. at the club house.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.





her home for the International
potluck supper held by the
Hazel Woman's Club.
Each club member brought
a foreign dish with dishes
from eight different countries
being served. A sunrise birth-
day cake for Pattie Knott was
among the desserts served.
Carolyn Parks, president,
presided Plans are being
made for a visit to Frankfort
possibly in June.
• Club members attending
were Mesdames Hughes
--Bennett, Jackie Butterworth,
Lai- Elliott, Phil Liddle,
Tommy Story, Steve Knott,
Joe Thompson,, Gerald Ray,
Gerald Gallirnore, Houston
Ray, Dale Nance, Nancy
Simpson, Harold Wilkinson,
James R. Latimer, Max
Parks, and Thompson.
Hazel Luncheon Will
Be Held OnMay 20-
The annual luncheon for the
senior citizens, sponsored by'
the Hazel Woman's Club, will
be held Saturday, May 20, at
the Hazel Community Center.
Club officers said this is a
change from the usual time of
the Saturday before Mother's
Day.
The Beauty Box
is now under new ownership.
New owners are Sharon Kelso and Faye Hurt.
Sharon Kelso Ownerc Faye Hurt
Fp( a super cut or style call any one of our 5 hairdressers
PAGE 5 A THE
Commissioning ceremony of
ROTC cadets will be in Room




begin at ten a, m. in the
oivel ity Fiel louse.
Sunday, May 14
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Irvan
Grogan will be honored at a
reception at the North Branch •
of the Peoples Bank, North -
12th and Chestnut Streets,
from two to four p. m. in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary.
Poplar Spring Programs.
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU recently
presented special singing
programs for the patients of
Westview Nursing Home and
the residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge.
Mrs. Louise Short was
pianist for the singers who
were Murial Wright, Frances
Garrison and son, Mildred
Thompson, Carol Kelly and
her two children, Etta Dick,
Guy Dunn, Laurene MC-
Cuiston, Clayborn- McCuiston,
Lois Smith, Lottie McCusiton,
Sally Van Natter, Earl Van
Natter, Cloia Campbell, Kay
Taylor, Ruby Fannin, Freida
Adams, Lorrie Utams, the
Rev. Ron Adams, Otis Lovins,
and Shirley Werts.
Kay Taylor sang a solo and,
Rev. Adams gave the devotion
at Westview. Carol Kelly sang
a solo, Freida Adams playctd
the piano and sang a solo, and
Rev. Adams gave the devotion
and prayer at Fern Terrace.
Watch Morn's eyes light up
when she unwraps these!
Nylon print shirts,




Have you heard the latest?
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cleo Sykes is a patient in
Room 427 of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Billy - Turner, the
former Larue Jones, daughter
of Mrs. Lillie Jones of Murray,
has returned to her home on
Calvert City Route Two after
having undergone major
surgery at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
1„.ineups for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis of
the Murray Coil/dry Club for
Monday, May 15, at nine a.m.
have been released as follows:
Penny Cappock, Joni
Billington, Agnes Payne, and
Enunie Edwards. .
Lynn Stout, Kay Ray,
Charlotte Gregory, and Janna
Hughes.
Blouses '11 to s26
Sweaters '18 to ns
Ph. 442-3600
TWIN BUILDINGS are now under
construction by Home Federal at








When it comes to the Icitest design in modern
















• Highly Protective Sunscreen Lotion
• ProtestsA_Igainst Sunburn
s ivt. s-, n.






4 Oz. REG. $3.29
$228
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CRYSTAL & HONEY GOLD COLORS
6-PIECE BEVERAGE GLASS SET
12 Oz. REG. $3.16
6-PIECE ICE TEA GLASS SET
16 Oz. REG. $3.99
•
'ii .10 II'1111' !III J;1 uulihlIl? Ils
PLAYTEX PLUS DEODORANT TAMPONS 28's
LAYTEX DEODORANT TAMPONS 30's




































Food Processor from GE,
the Super Fast Work Saver!
FP1 /4200-002
• Versatile for slicing, phopping,
shredding, grating, blending.
grinding, mincing. mixing.
•In less than 60 secondi ft
_ shreds a 2 lb. head of
caboage. or chops a pouna of
beef cuOes for hamburger or
mixes oastry for two 9" pie crusts.
• TwO-in -Cne Reversible (Disc
pus stainless steel Knife Blade.
• STAYS ON switch for
continuous operation plus






JOCK POWER SPORTS CAP
from Crime- GET DETAILS IN STONE
Agit•TiolOS inStflr tly wIthait tOOIS. WofhOuf
nut,. obits or screws
Dieealernoses instantly (or storage- .
Plat ed wire gm, has permanentattached









Assembles instantly withnut tools
Dim/ambles easily for gtOrligP
'Plated wire grid
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Van Fleet Thinks Testing ProgramBe Implemented
PAGE 7-A DI
EDIT
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The man overseeing the
development of a con
troversial competency based
testing program for Kentucky
school pupils thinks the
program will be implemtned
by the legislative deadline of
next school year,.
think we will be on
schedule," Don Van Fleet,
head of research and planning
for the state Department of
Education, said in an in-
terview Tuesday.
Van Fleet' said a proposed
plan for implementing the
program will, he •hopes, be
ready for review by the state
Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education at its
May 24 meeting.
"The plan is • ready, but we
must still touch base with all
of the groups involved, such as
the Legislative Research
Gonmossion and the gover-
nor's office," Van Fleet said, - -
The testing program is part
of the Educational.
Improvement Act passed by
the 1978 General Assembly. It
requires a program for testing
students in the third, fifth,
seventh and 10th grades for
their mastery of the basic
learning skills and develop-
inent of a remedial program





Instruction, that the program
tries to do too much too soon
with too little money, the
Legislature .f eta i ned a.
requirement that the program
be started during the next
school year.
Van Fleet agreed the fun-
-$330,000 this year and
$150,003 next year — is
minimal.
"We are going to get as
much mileage out of it as we
possibly can," he said. "It just
means we will have to do more
work ourselves instead of
contracting it out."
.—
van Fleet said the proposed
implementation plan calls for
giving existing achievement
tests to students next spring
anddeveloping a scrppning
technique to identify those
who need help with the basic
skills.
An additional diagnostic
test, geared to Kentucky in-
structional programs and
Kentucky Joins Suit Asking
Rehearing On Handica
By MARIA BRA DEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky has joined 14 other
states in asking a federal
appeals court for a rehearing
in a case involving a han-
dicapped woman who was
denied admission to a nurses
training program at a North
Carolina college.
A 4th U.S. Circuit 'Court of
Appeals panel ruled last
March that Francis B. Davis
was entitled to a private right
of action in federal court
against Southeast Community
College under a section of the





Looks like pierced but . .
No Chips ;.No Posts, No Discomfort'
• Tip magnets hold firmly, yet comfoiiably
10% Off














Open Thurs., May 11th 11
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dicapped persons in ..any
program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance.
The college rejected Miss
Davis, saying she would not be
able to perform basic nursing
duties because she is deaf.
Kentucky Attorney General
Robert Stephens joined in a
petition for rehearing as a
result of a resolution adopted
at the Southern Regional
Conference of Attorneys
General in Lexington last
month.
Deputy Attorney General
Thomas Jacobs said. Toesday
that the state also joined in the
.petition as a way of "telling
the federal government not to
tell us what to do." •
He said it was common for
an attorney gdieriil to seek
support from the top legal
officers of other states in
various legal actions.
The 15 attorneys general
contended in their petition for
rehearing that if a private
right of action is granted to
handicapped people under the
act, cases brought under the
same provisions would flood
the federal court system.
They said the U.S. Depar-
tment of Health, Education
and Welfare's recent issue of
regulations implementing the
act gives Miss Davis a means
to resolve het grievance
through administrative
channels.
"It is more likely that
aggressive administration of
these regulations by HEW will
prove more effective than




argued that the rehabilitation
statute is far more complex to
administer than the federal
civil rights act, because there
is no homogeneous class of
handicapped persons. Each
case must be examined on the
basis of the facts involved,
they said.
The petition says that the 15
attorneys general "fully
support equal rights for
handicapped individuals" and
agree with the purpose of the
federal law, but that the panel
opinion raises numerous'
constitutional and statutory
questions which must be
reconsidered by the appeals
court. sitting as one body.
Moen luckingimn-ley sad 1100
Teen fop, Ssametising dssiting wed dif-
ferent happens.
Loeb for tints* 1100 Osssks.
Lacoste Knit Shirts'
Crla IZOD Khaki Slacks
O
COIL Cardigan Sweaters
.11).. 40111 Golf Jackets
Terry aoth Soda;




textbooks, would be developed
by his staff and given to those
students identified as needing
help in the fall of 1979, he said.
Local school districts must
have remedial programs
developed by then and Van
Fleerhopes the second tests
'twill-be structured so teachers
will know- which specific in-
structional materials to use
for each individual child.
Van Fleet rid his staff also
has to determine what defines
mastery of the five -areas
mentioned in the law —
reading, writing, spelling,
language t mathmatica and  _
learning skills,
"It is a massive un-
dertaking," he said.
In developing the state test,
Van Fleet said he and his staff
can utilize various resources.
Thooc include task forces of -
teaching supervisors, college
professors and other
educators with knowledge in
the specifie areas and grade
levels to help determine what
is essential in a sequential
learning situation.
Van Fleet said the depar-
tnient IS buying a second test
scanner to help grade the
. tests, which he expects to total
about 200,000 next spring. He
estimated probably a fourth of
those students would' have to
take the follow-up tests the
next school year. ft
While the test scores will
figure prominently. in
determining which students
need help, Van Fleet said
teacher evaluation also will
play a Part.
He said sonic students may
not feel well on theday of the
tests, while others with
mastery of basic skills do not
test well.
The proposed plan also will
be discussed with the state's
school superintendents at a
series of four regional
meetings which .began today
in Lexington.
The sessions, each two days
long, also will be held in Fort
Mitchell this week and in
Owensboro and Louisville
nest week..
Educational topics to be
discussed with the superin-
tendents,. include bonus units,
school . calendars, kin-
dergartens, changes in the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association and teachers'
salaries,
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Downtown Shopping Center — Were you find quality











Make any day Mother's Day...
enjoy your special moments with
Maxwell House.
You're a hardworking lady. You deserve
a few special moments to sitback, and relax
with a satisfying cup of Maxwell House*
Instant Coffee.
Special BreakflatliaY Offer!
12" x 18" plastic tro, with
1 fold down legator easy storage A$13 50
I suggested list price, yours for onl,, $5.50▪ with inner seal from 4-, 10- or 14.4.1 •sile
I liar of Maxwell House* instant Coritig,
- -14...ren HOW* Tray Mi.
t--P.A.1344,110141-Kankakmallas####. meal
I enclose $850 and one Innor.e4elfmeti any 8..10- or 14-os isite yar
ffsitiff:. Instant cxii,taJ prim(' I11 #fljksitHrsk
I rellefrigrielelkialtweil Houma fly Offer ws.:Name  _
Manes 
i City  State ----Zip 
I Please allow 44 works fer &OW, be. visa 'Amin prelithowl +Kamm inwlI Wyoming), tamed or restricted- by hos deal only in U.S A offer oxpirce▪ 1113121711 This order for,,, aossliameniseayL.. 
- •
Enjoy real coffee arcrma-the moment
you open the jar. Great coffee flavor too-
cup after cup. Maxwell House is always,..
Good to the Last Drop!'











si *i: when you buy .. ammo& ig iew •_
any size jar tea 11E . . — PgW... eti isoo.soi.'....stos 1..is - i
110011.146.410-01.600
pri.  . Of Ala*Wen, House_
17 
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I .,..-,..
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Authority is on the brink of
changes. It's essential to people
of the valley that they be the
right changes.
Sooner than expected,
although it was full anticipated
from the day he became
President, Jimmy Carter will
be the shaper of TVA's future.
Former President Ford
never could find a nominee ac-
ceptable for a vancancy on the
around the valley. He shows an
innovative mind. But when he
goes "fact-finding" he seems to
spend more time telling others
what he thinks than he does
listening to, what they want tit
tell him.
Many' of the changes
Freeman has in mind for TVA
may be in keeping with today's
energy problems and needs.
Flood controls are in place,
educational and economic ad-
vances have made the valley a
three-man. TVA board that thriving part of the Sunbelt,
linfered from  the time Don Mc- and the  quality_ of life  has im-
Bride resigned in May, 1975. It Proved: Electrical rates are
comparatively low.
If TVA were just one more
utility there would be no reason
for the federal government to
remain in the business. Not just
for cheap power rates.
But it is' far more than that.
Freeman, and the other two
board members whom Carter
will appoint, must consider
what is here and why.
Developing the economy and
nurturing the recreational
aspects of TVA are still prime
goals. Yes, let TVA be a living
laboratory. Let it be innovative
in the initiative to develop and
apply solar energy in the years
ahead. Let it be concerned
about the environment. But let
it not be diverted from its im-
portance to the six million
customers who depend upon-
intends to retire when his. TVA. Let it not forget that a
present term- runs .out _pa lay PAP.I1 I anon ne.r eases
18 of this year. Jenkins, whose recreational retreats such as
the Land Between The Lakes onterm is due to end in 1981, has
flirted with resignation for the Tennessee-Kentucky boun-
some time. But when Freeman dary become more rare—and
, joined the board he seemed to therefore more treasured as
have cooled such talk. area assets. One has only to
glance over the license platesLast week Jenkins suddenly
around Lake Barkley to realizewrote a letter of resignation,
how widely it attracts visitors.sent it to the White House, and
Recreation up and down thethus opened to Carter the duty
remained for Carter to fill the
post, and last summer he
picked David Freeman.
Freeman came straight out of
the White House energy office
that was run by James
Schlesingerv now head of the
new Department of Energy. He
was in tune with Carter's trusts
in the energy field. And he met
the other useful considerations
that help on the job—ex-
perience in TVA, and a
background both as an
engineer and an attorney.
Once on the board it was ob-
vious he was going to rub again-
st Chairman Aubrey 'Red'
Wagner and member William
Jenkins.
Wagner, whose career rather
duplicates the history of TVA,
has said for some time that he
to name in short order the other
two TVA board members who
will serve with Freeman.
There is no doubt that
the 160 distributors of TVA
power, business leaders who
depend on TVA for energy, and
area politicians are wondering
what direction Carter will point
TVA in making the two ap-
pointments that will create a
bbard in the image he desires.
Tunes have changed since
TVA came into being during the
Depression years. Nothing has
changed more than the energy
needs and limitations in the
United States.
The origins of TVA were
dominated by the needs of the
network of TVA lakes is itself a
kev source of ecommie growth.
In choosing the next two
TVA board members,
'President Carter should not
just duplicate Freeman,
whatever his virtures. He need
not limit himself to candidates
from the valley states, and he
should not be swayed by any
political pressures or debts.
He should try to strike a
balance, so that more than one
viewpoint will be expressed by
this small but powerful policy-
making body. We have given
our support in the past and con-
tinue to pledge our support for
Al Smith of Russellville, Ky.
We think he is the people's ad-
time. TVA brought power and voc ate and hope the president
light into a dark rural and will appoint him
village area of the country. It While the President may
want to develop TVA into abrought better education, bet-
leader in experimentation, heter lives, industries to provide
.
al concept.
better jobs, better agricultural should not lose sight of its
practices. And above all it origin
brought flood control which has The economic specifics may
be different today. But there issaved untold lives and proper-
no question that economicty in our time, and development
benefits are where the ofmny kinds of recreation. em-In the simplest of terrnarTvA _ phasis should remain. .
has been the economic boom of e
a once-backward region.
Today the valley is at the
point where it has to ask
whether the goals ot those past
days are still valid.
Freeman, who has said he in-
tends to serve his full seven-
year term, also has had his eye
on the board chairmanship that
Wagner is soon to relinquish.
So it's fair to look at his per-
formance as an indicator of „Ike-Am°
TVA's future.
In keeping with Carter's
stated views of TVA, Freeman
has said he wants the agency to
"continue to discharge its
utility obligation to provide an
adequate power supply." But
he also emphasizes his hope to
guide TVA toward becoming
"a living laboratory for demon-
strgting solutions to engery
erisie:"-He has hoped, tee -that-
Carter's future appointees to
TM" Mara Will be' 'individuaLs
who see things his way.
What we hope is that they are
better listeners than Freeman.
Freeman has demon
strated vigor in traveling
-
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving oqr area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sea. Walter D. Huddleston •
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
See. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building'
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carrell Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LE‘qEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialinl 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
f rankfoetr-4,--- 40601, -Herne- --
addresses of state legislators





201 S. 3rd Street
Murray„Ky. 42071
Own; Nowa esersis
"May Day! May Day!"
A Few Million Here, A Few There
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A few million
dollars here, another few million there,
trifling amounts in the vast schene of
federal river and jiarbor projects.
-Soo One felt a need to question the
changes Sen. Warren G. Magnuson
wanted to make in the bill giving
congressional approval to various
federal work on the nation's rivers and
harbors.
One of the Washington' Democrat's
amendmens sanctioned an $18.4 million
project; the other, work costing 812
As chairman, of the appropriations
committee, Magnuson is an authentic
power in the Senate, possibly another
reason why nobody seemed to pay
much attention to his amend-
rnents.They passed by voice vote.
The senator then offered a third
change.
"This is an amendment which
requires a little more money than the
other two I had propoied," said
Magnuson.
Skice it had not been printed in ad-
Business Mirror
vance, other senators had no copy.
Magnuson explained that he was
seeking approval for construction of a
second powerhouse at McNary Dam on
the Columbia River.
Magnuson also noted that the cost
actually was a loan which would be
repaid with interest from the sale of the
additional power generated.
Once again, there was no objection
even though Magnuson never men-
tioned the amount of money involved, in
this case: 8548 million.
Rep. John Buchanan, R-Ala., was
---upset:---He was -sure he had been
misunderstood, he told the reporter on
the telephone. The congressman ex-
plained at great length what he meant
to say in their earlier conversation.
R was five minutes before the
reporter had a chance to say, "But,
congressman, I didn't talk to you
earlier."
Buchanan pawed, apologized, and
went in search of the right person.
If your parrot sings off-key and
refuses to keep quiet, offer him a shot of




NEW YORK (AP) - The securities
industry is paying a lot of attention to
housing these days, not just because of
housing stocks but because of the
competition from housing as well.
Yes, some people are buying houses
instead of stocks, and the stock market
Is feeling it. It helps explain to some
extent the ahsence from the securities
industry of the so-called little guy.
Goldman Sachs, a securities firm,
states flatly in a current report that
"homes have replaced common stocks
as the most important major com-
ponent of consumer wealth," and
concedes they make good investment.
Business Week magazine features a
special supplement in its current issue
on '113o-it-yourse1f investing in Real
Estate," citing examples of business
people who are dabbling in rental
housing."
It concludes that -"ineessieg num-
bers of smaller investors, Wry of the
stock market and seeking high profits,
are going in for an expanding array of
do-it-yourself deals."
One attraction, of course, is the rising
price of houses, an ascent that one
small securities firm equates with a
balloon filling with air beyond its
tapacity. It forecasts a collapse - and
a return to stocks.
Goldman Sachs and several other
firms disagree. Analyzing the prices of
sing1e-fami1, basses, it concludes that
on average they appear to be reason-
ably valued in relation to incomes.
It maintains that demographics, tax
benefits, the price-income relationatip,
the rental return (or the rent savinei(
owner-occupied) support the $56,300
average price of a new single family
home.
While homeowners seldom analyze
Bible Thought
4fki "And King Solomon gave unto the
queen of Sheba all her desire, what-
soever she &latesi,,. beside that which
Solomon gave her -at.„phis royal
bountv."IJtinp 10:13.
yearns to give His children the de-
sires of their hearty in accord with
His holy will. How we need to learn
to trust Him.
The Rev. Harold M. Russell
Covenant-First Presbyterian Church
Cincinnati; Ohio
values with the same professional
detail of Goldman Sachs, they ap-
parently reach the same conclusions,
based on the amount of money they
have invested.
Ten years ago, the securities firm
observes, the value of one to four-
family homes represented 28 percent of
consumer wealth.
At the end of 1977, however, the 8844.5
billion of real value in such homes
represented 35 percent of the $2.42
trillion total of real financial assets.
Stock holdings amounted to $635 billion.
Some of the change results from the
rapid price appreciation of houses. New
home prices in the 1970-1977 period rose
at an annual compound rate of 10.7
percent. Existing homes rose at 9.3
• percent.
Still, Goldman Sachs relates, prices
are below the home. price-income
relationship that prevailed in the early
1960s. The suggestion exists, therefore,
that home prices still are within budget
limits.
What the study doesn't show are
some of the non-financial aspects of
home ownership, such as the sense of
security provided by a roof over one's
head, a security unobtainable with a
stock certificate.
When market analysts ask where the
little guy is - and millions of his kind
have abandoned the stock market since
the late 1960s - the literal truth may be





U.S. Customs Service, which spends a
lot of time trying to halt parrot
smuggling.
Being noisy birds, parrots aren't easy
to smuggle across a border. However,
Customs agents report that smugglers
have discovered that if they get the
birds drunk, they keep quiet.
Looking Back
-----
John Rose, Billy Wilson, and Nicholas
Terhune, all of Murry,, have been
accepted by the University of Louisville
to study medicine. Jimmy Ellis of
Murray has been accepted by the
University of Kentucky to study den-
tistry.
Death reported include Ralph Clay
Green, age 25.
Open house in observance of the
beginning of National Nursing Home
Week will be held at the Westview
Nursing Home on May 12.
Rosetta Robertson, Grand Charity of
the Order of the Rainbow for Girls in
Kentucky, was honored at a reception
held at the Masonic Hall on May 5 by
Murray Asssembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Ri5bert L Morris Jr.,
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Betty Sue, to David Stephen
Gallimore, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Gall irrre.
20 Years Ago
Dr. Frank Steely will be the com-
mencement speaker on May 12 and Bro.
Louis Joiner will be the baccalaureate
speaker on May 11 for the 1958
graduating class of New Concord High
School. Gail Williams is valedictorian
and Don Smith is salutatorian of the
senior class.
W. J. Pitman has received a grant
from the National Science Foundation
for graduate study at the Mountain
Lake Biological Station of the
University of Virginia from June 12 to
August 20.
The Murray State College Press Club
has established the E. G. Schmidt
Memorial Award for Outstanding
Journalism to be presented each year
to a deserving journalism student.
Charles Tutt, Jimmy Thompson,
Charles Eldridge, Bobby Meador,
Walter Steely, Howard Steely, Wayne
Ezell, and Bobby Adams of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America showed animals at
the Purchase Parish Dairy Show held
at Murray State on May 5.
Murray High beat North Marshall in
the first game of the District Baseball
Tournament. Pugh and Williams were
pitchers for Murray.
30 Yea.rs. Ago
Open house will be held at the Murray
Hospital on May 12 in observance of
Hospital Day, according to Carmon
;raharn, administrator.
Joe Wood Cable is valedictorian and
Hilda Grey Todd is salutatorian of the
1948 graduating class of Murray High
School. Dr. Rainey T. Wells will be the
commencement speaker on May 21.
Superior ratings won by Murray High
School at the Kentucky Music Festival
at Bowling Green were for the band,
senior high girls glee club, junior high
girls glee club, mixed chorus, and boys
quartet; and individual entires-Joan
Love, oboe, and Clegg Austin, clarinet.
Mary Elizabeth Roberts is music
.director at. the Ugh- school.— -
. • Installed as new officers of the
Murray Woman. on May 8 wow-
44foege•Fir0riFy,
Johnson, Mrs Garnett Jones, Mrs. H.
C. Corn, Mrs. H.! Sled. and Mrs. R. H.
Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart will
-leave May 14 for Detroit. Mich., where
they will reside.
hEARTliN
Heartline is . a service for make
citizens. Its purpose is to isomer
questions and solve problems-fast. N
you have a question or a problem not
answered In these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Daytoti Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
a prompt reply, but you most
Include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEAR TUNE:! have read recently
where many Congressmen are trying to
cut back on some of the Socia,1 Security
tax increases that were enacted into
law in December of 1977. I have not
really formulated any opinons yet, but I
am interested in knowing more about ft.
Can you give me some information on
this?-N. C.
There have been many influential
people trying to have the new Social
Steurti,y taxii led hack.
Ifewewr, Is Aprii,-.4est-e54imeltiee-se ---
Social Security urged Congress not to
be panicked into rolling back the Social
Security tax increases enacted last
year.
They told the Senate finance sub-
committee on Social Security .that-
taken as a whole-the benefit changes
and tax increases voted in December
were a great step froward.
Noting that an effort to roll back
soine-ef the tax increases is gathering
steam in Congress, Robert M. Ball, who
headed Social Security during the
Xennedy, Johnson, and Nixon ad-
Anipistrations, said, "It would be the
wiser coues not to legislate on this
matter at all this y"
He and Robert J. Myers, who was the
nation's chief Social Security actuary
for 22 years, agreed that the public has
zeroed in on last year's increases and
ignored the benefits.
The high-income workers in their
early 40s, who seem to be complaining
loudest about the tax increases, ap-
-parently do not realize that when they
retire, their Social Security benefits
will be about $21,000 a year - or more
than $30,000 for a couple, Ball said.
Ball and Myers testified before the
Ofienate panel qnly a. day after Hottie--:-:-:-----
Democritlaiming strong reaction
from voters-went on record in favor of
reducing last year's Social Security tax
increase. In order to avoid cutting
Social Security benefits, the House
Democrats proposed making up the
difference from income tax revenue.
Meanwhile, the chairman of the tax-
writing House Ways and Means
Committee repeated his opposition to
the proposal, and said opposition from
President Carter and from Senators
may help block the move.
"We have a good chance of holding
the line this year on that package,"
Rep. Al Ullman (0.-Ore.) said.
Nevertheless, Ullman has said the
committee he heads will consider me
plan.
Myers told the committee that "at the
present time, there is an undue and
misleading cry of crisis—even Panic—'
_About the financial effectirof the 1977
-aniendments."-
He and gag saidloo many Ariedeans
think their Social Security taxes will
triple during the next 10 years.
In fact, they noted, the Social
Security tax will triple only for those
persons who now earn more than
$25,000 a year and who will be making
$42,600 a year or more by 1987. Such
workers paid $965 in tax in 1977; the
new law would raise the maximum tax
in 1987 to $3,046.
Blit even without the new law, Ball
noted, inflation and changes mandated
by an earlier law would have raised
that high-income earner's Social
Security tax to $2,747 in 1987. Thus, the
net effect of the new law on that worker
is a $299 increase.
HEARTLINE: I have a chance to
start on a group health insurance policy
where I am working. I have always had
my insurance by myself. Can you tell
me what advantages there would be in
group health insurance? -N. S.
There are many advantages to
having group health insurance through
your employer. Here are four:
1. Premiums are lower because in-
surance companies can administer
group plans more economically.
2. The employer or other group
policyholder often pays part or all of the
premium.
3. Payroll .deduction is usually
available for paying your portion of the
premium, in the case of an employer-
employe relationship.
4. Individuals are eligible for group
protection regardless of physical
condition ( Normally there Must be 10
or more people .involved before this is
true.) _
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Vows To Fight
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
Police Chief Edward Gugel
vows to fight any effort by the
city conunission to force his
retirement when he reaches
the age of 55 this July.
am too young to retire,"
Gugel said Monday. "I am in
good physical condition. My
health is good. I definitely do
not want to retire." -
The commission Monday
night heard the first of two
-teaduig,s of an ordinance
giving the city the power to
demand retirement of em-
ployees wth 20 years service
at age 55.
if .that is what they -are
trying to do, I won't go down
without a fight," said Gugel,
who has been chief here for 10
years.
SAILING SITE—INS 'Wiwi/ten shows this photograph of the winter view of the new
KenttickyTale-Saboat site at &Se Branch lust north of the Kentake Campground
where the Governor's Cup Regattas will be held May 13 and 14 and May 21 and 22. The
sailing dub site was changed from the marina and swimming area to the former
location of Cherokee State Park. "
Governoestup Regatta
Slated May 13,14, 21, 22
The Kentucky Lake Sailing
Club Commodore Chuch Stagg
and 1977 Commodore Dick
Crusler, with Jack Piers, Bill
Allbritten, - Lee White, and
many other club members
have been working to get
ready for this year's Gover-
nor's Cut, Regattas.
The sailboat races will be
held for the first time at the
new sailing club site at Billie
Branch just north of the
Kenlake campground.
The first of these colorful
regattas, the One Design or
small boat regatta, will take
place the weekend of May 13




Saturday morning. The first
two races are scheduled for
OURINr 
MAACK) JUBILEE
Saturday afternoon, the 'third
for Sunday morning.
Bob Turpin of Newburgh.
In., will be regatta chairman
for the cruising class races On
Saturday and Sunday, May 21
and 22. the first of these
reaces will start Saturday at
10 after registration at eight
a.m.
Entries for these regattas
will come from places as far
away as Indianapcilis,.
Columbus, 0., Atleitta,
Memphis, and St. Louis.
The Lithuanian statesman
and scholar Jonas Basanavicus,
born in 1051 in the province of
Suwalki, practiced as a physi-
cian in Bulgaria for several
years. He is known as the "Pa-
triarch of the Lithuanian Re-
naissance."
.1.111t ••••••(11•• •••
ONE OF THE many sailboats from the Kentucky Lake
Sailing Club preparing for the Governor's Cup Regattas
to be held May 13 and 14 and May 21 and 22 at the new
sailing dub site at Billie Branch just north of the KenLake
Campground is that owned by Harry Furches pictured
















Your choice of Havanna, Quaker
State Of Pennzoil. 20 & 30 weights.
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Statnless steel. Fits front or
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Get the Long-Lasting
Premium Car Wax and
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ProCtureaMve hikeViolastic Team from Murray Middle School which competed
in the Scholastic Tournament held at tkipkinsyille. The team received a trophy as third
place winner from a field of eleven teams. first row (from left) Mark Austin, Maria Bur-
nley Tracey Beyer, Lisa Harrison, lanetta Thompson, Mary Ann Gordon, Kathy Roberts.
2nd row: Deus. Tutt, Natalie Simpson, Diana Duncan, Jeff Miller and William Smith.
Richard Farrell sponsor and coach of the team_ is shown at the back.
„c swwwwimmve
1st Print Price
8 x 10 Re15,S48--NOW $900
11 Reg S35 NOW S175°
Call For Appt. Now














thanks to double fiberglass
belts for handling and long
wear, polyester cord, body for
ciish-Firied ride. Buy This we
and save a full 20%1 .
Sale Ends Saturday!
CAIN CHECK II we sell out Of .your size wo will issue you • rain check assuring tutu,i debvery at this advertised cinch.
BARBOURVILLE, Ky.
(AP) ---; Two persons have
been arrested and charged
with wanton endangerment in
connection with a shooting
incident at the Barbourville
Housing Authority project,
said Police Chief Charles
Garland.
Garland said Bobby Joe
Smith of Barbourville and a
juvenile were taken into
custody May 4 after shots
were fired into the home of
Oakley Smallwood, a-resident
at --- th-e- federalty .tunded-
-- housing project far--law-
- income families.
The shooting apparently
stemmed from a vandalism
--qincident the day before-1
 automobile, &dare
'said Smallwood had signed
warrants for Smith and the
„juvenile alleging they van-
dalized his car.
The two were arrested and
charged but were later
released on bond.
Garland said there were no
injuries in the shooting.
The juvenile has since been
released on bond; Smith
remains lodged in the city jail,
Garland added.
MAYSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A series or historic open
houses in four Kentiicky cities
will be spoilsored-daring
by the Garden Club of Ken-
tucky, Inc.
Tours will be in Frankfort,
May 13; Louisville, May 19-20
and in Maysville and Glasgow,
May 27.
  N4:proceeds are to be used
.-ngtoration— ' - -
beautification of historic
Kentucky homes and gardens,
partly by local garden clubs
and partly by the Garden Club
of Kentucky Inc.




BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps protect
parts --'e-nsures smooth. quiet
performance • Includes light










• Inspect all 4 tires • Inspect
steering and suspension compo-
nents • Adjust toe-in, caster,
and camber to manufacturers
specifications.
Just Sayti ----r--------
Use g « Owes 7 ellielf viers to bu Oui Owii Customer Credit nee . • Goodyear Revotving CVO* AOZOti*• Hinter Cherie • SarreArnericard • ameirtav fordet Card





MAO - 4-cp1 $40.1111 a-ryt
SAVES SAL thipacivis,
STARTS IN ANY wasnita
• Electronic engine. starting. and
charging system analysis • Install
new points, plugs, condenser • Set
dwell and time eligine to specifica-
tions • Adiust carburetor for fuel
economy $ No extra charge for air
conditioned cars • Includes [Mann.
VW Toyota, and light trucks
a . :GOO. DIVEAR
on-mertarninfTirm.. oriresavoiii grobayiir Tia•Services Net At Starred (orations
















• Big disposable bag
• 4-on-the-floor carpet shift
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Full Selection of Mother's Day Gifti
"We will gift wrap your purchases
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avaitabto M our low dissaunt proem..
Colburn Homers To Give Red
a Sox Victory Over Kansas City
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
- ft takes more than an inside
'fastball or a four-outfielder
defense to rattle Jim Rice.
The Boston Red Sox slugger,
hit on the arm by Kansas
inning Tuesday night, came
right hack to belt a Colborn
retired on a long fly ball the
other time. Against a normal
alignment, he grounded out,
was hit by a pitch and hit his
game-winning homer.
The key, says Rice, is
coricentratiOn.
far--this-season, hp's danP 
just about everythirig....4e,_
leads the American League ur-
six offensive categories: 
helped Cleveland erase a 44
deficit with three runs in the
seventh inning, then a two-out
single by Mike Vail drove in
Larvell Blanks with the
winning run in the ninth.
MUTT
East And Southwest Split
East and Southwest
elementary schools split in a
track meet held Tuesday
afternoon with East winning
the boys' competition 53-49
and Southwest winning the
girls' 60-40.
Winners, times and
distances in the various events
was scored as follows:
BOYS EVENTS
Long Jump-Robbins (E) 15
feet 11 Inches; Tipton (SW 15
feet 6 inches; Miller (SW) 14
feet, 101/2 inches. •
Shot Putt-Key (SW) 40
feet, 10 inches; Dawson (E) 38
feet 9 inches; Dowdy (SW) 36
feet 3 inches.
High Jump-Tipton (SW) 5
feet;-Key (SW) 4 feet, 10 in-_ _
ches; Robbins (E) 4 feet 10
inches.
Discus-Dawson (E) 127
feet, I inch; Tipton (SW) 109
feet 10 inches; Jetton ($.W) 87
I4
66- yard hurdles-Miller






Tipton (SW) (tie) 12.0; Nor-
sworthy 12.5.
Mile Run-Robertson (E)










the seventh inning, giving ttie -batting- average, 176-; rubs arshall Cou-nty-Tuesday Hicks (SVill.1.  1:24; Harrell ISW) 1:25.4;NIRed Sox a 4-3 /victory over the scored, 29; runs batted in, 34; • 220 DashHouston (E) 28.9; Rosenberry (SW) 1:30.2.
Royals. hits, -47; triples, 4, and
The Royals used their four- homers, 10.
outfielder alignment, unveiled In other kinerican League
the previous night by Manager games Tuesday night, the
Whitey Herzog, on two of New York Yankees beat the
Rice's five trips to the plate. Minnesota Twins 3-1, the
He singled 'once and was Cleveland Indians edged the
Seattle Mariners 5-4, the
California Angels defeated the
Detroit Tigers 7-5, the Toronto
Blue Jays blanked the
Oakland A's 4-0 and the Texas
Rangers topped the
Match Tuesday Milwaukee Brewers 7-1.
MHS Girls
Win Tennis
-The Murray High School
Girls Tennis Team won their
match with Marshall County
, played on Tuesday. Murray
had a score of 9 with Marshall
County as 0.
In singles play it was Candy
Jackson over Jill Bennett 8-0;
Robyn Burke over Cynthia
Lucas 8-1; Kathy Outland over
Carrie Ross 8-1; Carol Dick
over Sherry Copeland 8-1;
Catherine Dick over Robin
Overbey 8-0; and Susan
Stripling over Tracy Perry 8-
O.
Doubles matches gaw
Jackson and Burke beat
Bennett and Lucas 8-1;
Outland and Carol Dick over
Ross and Copland 8-0; and
Ann Clark and Catherine Dick
over Overbey and Perry 8-5.
The Murray team will meet




Pretty lace and embroidery trim, pastels, prints.
Machine wash Sizes 11-20
Lodi*:
Dresses Irgup
swimmer to mew annex 
Polyester Coordinate
Slimmer Cost/OIS each piece688
, Woe baby cord skirt, tactiet, was Two
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e 1 colors. Lace. embrehloirtkillk
Ladles S, M, 1,43-41
MEN'S,BOYS' REG. '3
BASKETBALL
Canvas uppers with s ido
stripes. Cushionad
Insole. am lion solo.







GIVE MOM A LOVELY GIFT -
BANGLE WATCHES
HAND PAINTED. MADE IN SWITZERLAND
Floral Bouquet enameled cases








GIRLS' TUBE TOP TYPE
SUNDRESSES
Tremendous selection of fun-to-
wear shoulder to styles in
flock dots and prints or plaids





















Short sleeve, halter, ad
tank tops In all the ravel*
colors. Pull-on shorts At







• Bummer calls for Short
sleeve shirts. We has'.
them in your favorite
styles and colors.
3 $10
Chicago at Baltimore was
postponed because of wet
grounds.
Yaakees 3, Twins 1
Catfish Hunter allowed just
one hit in six innings - a
leadoff single by Willie
Norwood - before giving way
to Sparky Lyle, who finished
the three-hitter. It was
Hunter's best outing in almost
three years, since he pitched a
one-hitter against the Texas
Rangers on May 31, 1975, and
it came 10 years and one day
after NA, hurled the major
league's last perfect game -
also against the Twins.
Indians 5, Mariners 4
Two errors by Seattle
shortstop Craig Reynolds
Murray High School boys'
tennis squad will host Cald-
well County Friday after
scoring a shutout over visiting
Marshall County High
Tuesday afternoon.
Murray High evened their
season record at 3-3 with the 9-
0 victory.
MHS tennis coach Rick
Fisher is predicting a win for
the Murray High boys' netters
over the visiting squad from
Princeton.
In tennis action Tuesday,
Murray High won all the
matches, both singles and
doubles.
Ashley Smock of Murray
High beat Mike Hanesworth 8-
3. Micky Cochrane of Murray
won his match with Jackie
Johnson, 8-2. Mark Overby. of
Murray beat Micky Lee, 8-3.
In the match pitting Paul
Austin of Murray High With
Rusty Morris, Austin won, 8-
0. Mark Austin, also Murray
High, beat Dale Toney, 8-1 and
Russell Edwards of Murray
beat Mike Stanley, 8-0.
In doubles action, Smock
and Cochrane of Murray High
beat Johnsen and Hainsworth,
9-7.
Overby and Paul Austin of
Murray beat Lee and Morris
with a 8-3 score, while Mark
Austin and Russell Edwards,
also Murray, beat Toney and -
Stanley, 8-2.
Murray High will meet
Mayfield Monday, Christian
County County Tuesday, Lone
Oak Wednesday and Tilghman
Thursday. A match May 23
will roand out the regular
season. Regional tennis finals
for boys are set at Murray




ace Jim Palmer was fined by
the Baltimore Orioles for
breaking a club rule and
leaving the ballpark before
theend of a game.
The fine was assessed after
a meeting between Palmer,.
Manager Earl Weaver and
General Manager Hank
Peters before Tuesday night's
scheduled game against the
Chicago White Sox was
postponed because of wet
grounds.
Peters declined to reveal the
amount of the fine, saying,







Murdock (SW) (tie), 13 feet
880-yard run-FlOwton (E),
Harrell (SW), Miller (E).
220 Yard-Dash-Tucker
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DAIRY An TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Juno ROLL EACII
OUNTY TOWEL 59.
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.in-claes; Houghton (El 12
feet 81/2 inches.
Shot Putt-Barrow :SW I. 22
feet 10 inches; Overbey (E) 21
feet 1 inch, Harrell, (SW) 21
feet '11 kx inches.
High Jump-Murdock,
(SW) 3 feet 9 inches; Miller ,
(SW) 3 feet 9 inches; Harrell
SW) 3 feet 9 inches.
Discus--Barrow (SW) 59
feet, 4 inches; Morris (SW) 57
feet 8 inches; Overbey (E) 51
feet 11 inches.
60-yard hurdles-Coles




(SW) 13.1; Childress (E) 13.5;
Crittenden (SW) 13.7
a0-yard•dasl-Tucker (SW) 
6.8;  Childress (E)  81;  Mc-




fastball for a two-run homer in
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Pete Learning That Legends
Do Not Disappear Overnight
An AP Sports Anal) sis
HAL BO('K
AP Sports Writer
Legends do not disappear
• overnight. You cannot pack
them away in the closet and
forget them. It just does not
• work that way.'
Pete, the world's am-
bassador of soccer, is learning
that lesson firsthand.
Wherever he goes in his first
year of retirement, Pete . is
.hailed by those who
remember the lightning speed
and triggerquick reflexes that
—made him. the world's most
renowned  soccer player.-
• 
Occasionally he even is hailed
.-74 gbc.&Jfremeirk _ _)
• but who only have heard of his
marverOusskills.
A soccer team from Rio de
Janeiro was touring Africa
last month. playing exhibition
games against local clubs. It
seemed a perfect time for the
Brazilian company he
rePresents to send Pete on a
goodwill tour of the. continent.
"We were in Nigeria," Pete
said. "I was promoting some
appliances when I heard from
the government"- -
The message was that Pete
was expected to play with the






League will be held Saturday,
• May 13, from 2:00 to 4:00 p. m.
..at the Old Murray City Park.
Five and six year old persons
are etigible. Coaches are
needed to continue with the
program.
Forms must be turned in
May 13 at the City Park from
2:00 to 4:00 p.m. or mailed to
Charles Marello, 803 North
17th Street, Murray.
jtegistration forms will be
available at the park.
"I tried to explain," he said.
"I am retired. I didn't come
there to play soccer. I don't
play anymore." .
• ' They said I must play,' '
Pete said. "What could I do" I
don't want to fight with
them."
So Pete played once more,
satisfying another audience,
making more friends for the
game that has been his life.
The encores never seem to
stop for the man who, at 36,
after 21 years as a player,
decided to leave the game to
younger men.
beam the event throughout the
United States and Canada.
There were 1,281 goals in his
career but few were as dif-
ficult as the one Pete set for
himself when he came to the
United States to play with the
Cosmos in 1975. The job was to
sell soccer to Americans,
whose preoccupation with
other sports like baseball,
football, basketball, tennis
and golf had always puzzled
Pete.
When he arrived. the NASI,
was struggling. Three years
later, the league and the sport
"I miss it." .he said._ '1__.areastablished.
played since I was 15 years. -My mission is complete."
sha. .;.- )t.4alhe saki
like that." • If he isn't careful, though,
"When I am in Brazil, ' I he's liable to have -a new
Practice with Santos. In New assignment. The Africans
York, I practice with the liked what they saw in that
r North American Soccer brief appearance. He could
League, Cosmos. Sometimes,
during the games, I will sit on
the bench. Then it is hard. The
heart pumps."
For soccer players around
the world, the pumping is
hardest during the World Cup
tournament which begins
June 1 in Argentina. Pete has
playedwill_ in the last four and wi
beat this one as a television
commentator for the closed
circuit broadcasts that will





Youths between the ages of 6 and 18 who are interested
in participating on the Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team may enroll in a pre-season practice by filling Out an
application form at the Murray State University pool on-
May 15 from 3 pm. to 5 p.m. A fee of $5 will be required to
cover life guard expenses and other cost for the spring
program.
The pre-season program is designed for those people
who will be swimming with the Murray-Calloway team
during the summer season. It is open to all youths who
have participated previously on the swim Learn and to any
new members who care to join.
The pre-season program will run for three weeks, May
15-June 2 and will consist of teaching basic tectinklues in




Washington leads series 3-1.









Age as of August 1,1978
Name
Address -
Parent or Guardian 
 __Phone
Can your father help in some capacity'
What league did you play last year'
Yes No.
Age_ _ Date of Birth
Forms must be turned in by May 13 to Charles Marello,
80.3_North 17th Street, Murray„or at the City Park from 2:00
to 4:00 p. m. on May 13.
Laktit Eike Adva
To State Golf Tourney
Calloway County High
School junior Tommy Fike
shot a season low 76 to win
second place and qualify for
state competition in the First
Region High School Boys Golf
Tourney Tuesday.
Mayfield as a team won thta
meet .played at Mayfield
Country Club. Seventeen
teariis competed._ With the
Cardinals capturing 312
points, Lone Oak placed
second with 315, Tilghman
third with 326 and Murray
High, fourth, with 332.
Calloway County High Golf
Coach Clayton Hargrove
called the course Tuesday "ir
rough shape."
"It was a rough day for all to
• them." Hargrove said. "Fike
played great especially for the
- shape the course was in."
State finals will be played at
Fort Knox' Anderson Country
Club May.23 and 24. Hargrove
said that course "LS tough,
hilly, the roughs are high."
Three Calloway County boys
playing Tuesday included Rex
Jackson, Mike Howard and
Brad Bryan.
Other teams in the tour-
nament were Hopkinsville,
Caldwell County, Fulton City,
Hickman County, St. Mary's,
Christian County, Crittenden
County, Todd Central, Mar-




Eight boys qualified for the
state tournament to be played
at the Anderson Country Club,
Fort Knox, with the team play
on May 16 Arid' TT and The in- .
dividual play on May 23 and
24.
Placing first in the eight
boys _qualifying was. Mark.'  -
Page of Lone Oak who shot a •
72. Tommy Fike of Calloway
High, Jeff Boyd and Jeff
Jackson, Mayfield, all shot a
72 but Fike won the second
place in the playoff.
Other boys qualifying were
Kenny Perry, Lone Oak, 78,
Chris Pyle, Mayfield, 78, Tim
Jones, Tilghman, 79, and
Brent Barclay, Hickman
County, 80, with the latter
winning that place over Trent
Jones of Murray in a playoff.
Laker Lady Tracksters Top
Marshall County In Dual Meet
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
. Staff Reporter
Calloway County High girls'
track team captuced a basket
full of first place wins on the
way to a dust meet victory
over visiting Marshall,County
High Tuesday afternoon.
The Laker ladies tracksters




Calloway County High girls
track coach Sue Outland said
the Laker ladies will be strong
for Saturday's meet.'
We should qualify for the
State in the mile relay. the 880 




will face their \'• toughest
competition from strong
Christian County, Ms. Outland
said.
Calloway County High
should qualify five or six for
state finals in Lexington May
19 and 20 including senior
standout Felicia Pinner.
Ms. Pinner led the Laker
ladies to a 68 and 2-3 point win
over Marshall County which
logged 50't points in the
Tuesday dual meet.
Rose Ross, running 9.0 and
make the second World
Amateur Boxing Cham-
pionships a .two-country final
if they continue their unbeaten
winnings ways.
Rocky Lockridge •' of
Tacoma, Wash., made it five
straight for the Americans as
he made it to the quarter-
finals of the bantamweight
Melissa Miller. at 9.3 won first
and second place in the 60
yard hurdle.
Ms. Pinner won the 100 with
11.5; Ellen Mahan came in
third with 12.3.
Penny Overby came in
second in the mile run with
27.9.
The squad of Rose Ross,
Jena Hoke, Ellen Mahan and
Melissa Miller won the 880
relay with a time of 1:52.0.
Felicia Pinner won the 440
yard dash with a first place
time of 59.4; Rose Ross took
first in the. 110 hurdle. with
17.0; and in the. 880 medley
relity team oruene Hoke,
Min, TrKki, Dea-nea Darnall
and Ellen Mahan won first.
litace with a time of
Melissa Miller won the 880
yard run with a first place
time of 2:49.5. Pinner won the
220 yard dash with a 26.7
winning time.
Calloway County High's
mile relay team of Ellen
Mahan, Rose Ross, Melissa
Miller and Felicia Pinner
captured first place with A
time of 4:26.
Mina Todd placed first in
three field events. She won the
long junp with 15.7 'feet; the
shot with 29.5 feet and the high
jump with 4.8" Met; Teresa
Tucker and Tammy Garland
tied for third in the high jump
with four feet each. -;
• Stephanie Wyatt threw the 
discus 91 feet, 11 inches' to win
- - • ,
Cuba, US. Advances In World Boxing
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia division by outpointing
(API_ Cubans and__thg_ • Frenchman Claude Capelle.
Americans are threatening to Adolfo-Horta of Cuba hardly
broke into a sweat in stopping
Nigeria's Raji Lateef in the
second round with an assor-
tment of straight rights and
lefts.
South Korea's Chtis Chung
stole the spotlight, however,
with his brilliant victory,
outpointing Pak Felix of the
Spyiet Union.
Now 4  Great Little_Cars to choose from.
rumAi
'EPA enanates ttasect on
5-teeett uanserusson
Vo,,/ ~Alps may win/
oeuenung on now MO
*hem you Onus pow
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The most complete selection of conventionot
reels anywhere. Features include super-smooth
spring-bladed drag, 6-disc with Teflon washer;
stainless steel mein drive gear; two self-oligning
spherical stainless steel boll bearings. Free spool
mechanism with unique nylon yoke for friction-
free operation Calibrated spool tension brake
system; colorful, anodized, reinforced step-down
end piate Larr mon-size contoured handle with
positive nylon locking nut.
Eoch reel complete in its own plastic case with
a real pouch, spore ports, Daiwa reel all and
tools.





U. S. Coast Guard Approved
Kapok Filled in Heat Sealed Vinyl

















Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6 ,
Prices Good May 11th thrs May.17111
Penn Royal
Court Shoes










U. L. Reg. $8.97
Ildecled area grain comb= with full grain elk
)safbar Ilp. lAing Texan insoles cid




















' - -Game caller has speaker In lid. HI.
fidelity for varmint calling wipower; to
. call crows At medium range. Case made. „
8
 of light-weight "CYCOLAC" high impact
ABS. No rust/corrosion. color: Brown, •
-lttre- fr xtft IV tfl tr. 1111011-1rIT" MO-
lighi,,batt eries. Plays 48,1A.PM (w/lid
• . ' okafeLifor dus - -..,..:-. •
itritif L., - - —




























Ls. She won the
15.7 'feet; the
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PHOENIX, Ariz. (API -
Forward Waller Davis of the
Phoenix Suns says when the
past season started his goal





way to Show your
love.
Chestnut/downtown
When you care enough to send the very best
And that he certainly did,
capped- --Tuesday- -br tits
selection as Rookie of the
Year in the National
Basketball Association.
Davis, the only .rookie
selected for the NBA All-Star
game in February, scored in
double figures in all 81
regularseason games.
-I had no personal goals for.
myself,' Davis told a new
conference as he accepted the
rookie award. "I just wanted
to make the team and con-
tribute. .
"I still want to be part of an
NBA championship team."
The Suns were eliminated
by Milwaukee in the first




*Th are afoke at thry
Amherst College: the elite
institution has become a
football factory.
Two players from last
year's squad were drafted last
week by National Football
League teams — outdoing the
entire Ivy League, which had
one draftee, and powerful
Boston College, which had
‘Astros Make Up,' Stop Phils-54;litieats
-Cardinals, Reds Edge Mets, Giants, tubs Wirt
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Houston Astros have
been playing baseball recently
like they've been walking in
their sleep.
But J.R. Richard sure woke
them up Tuesday night with
his buzzing fistball.
"For consistency, this was
one of my best games this
year," said Richard after his
four-hitter led the Astros to a
5-1 decision over the
Philadelphia Phillies. "This
was one of my better games
stuff-wise.
- That overpowering per-




strikeout total to 57.
The Astros had last four
games in a row and -six- of
seven before Richard's ef-
fective performance.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles
Dodgers defeated the SL Louis
Cardinals 3-1; the Cincinnati
Reds edged the New York
Mets 3-2 in 10 innings; the San












• Francisco Giants turned back
the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-2; the
Chicago Cubs defeated the San
Diego Padres 8-5 and the
Atlanta Braves defeated the
Montreal Expos 3-2 in the first
game of a double-header
before losing the nightcap 7-6.
Dodgers 3, Cardinals 1
Reggie Smith hit his sixth
home run and unbeaten Doug
Rau won his fifth straight
game as Los Angeles defeated
St. Louis. Rau needed eighth-
inning relief help from Terry
Forster, who preserved the
DUSSELDORF, West
Germany — Harold Solomon
beat three-time Wimbledon
champion John Newcombe
and Roscoe Tanner defeated
Phil Dent, giving the United
States a 2-1 victory over
Australia in the Nations Cup
tennis championships.
Solomon forced Newcombe
victory with his fourth save.
Reds 3, Meta 2
Dan Driessen smashed a
10th-inning home run off New
York reliever Skip Lockwood
to pace Cincinnati over the
Mets. Driessen hit a 1-0 pitch
off the Mets' relief ace one
inning after George Foster
had hit a game-tying homer in
the home half of the ninth.
Giants 3, Pirates 2
Larry Herndon singled
home Jack Clark from third
base with the winning run in
the ninth inning as San
Francisco beat Pittsburgh.
Clark got a bunt single down
the third base line with
out, stole second and kept on
going to third as catcher Ed
Ott threw the ball into center
field.
Cubs 8, Padres 5
Larry Cox clouted a two-run
homer and Woodie Fryman
won his first game of the
season in Chicago's victory
over San Diego. Cox's homer
with Bobby Murcer on base
broke up a scoreless tie in the
fifth and the Cubs never
trailed after that while
.17:) •to play from the seli ihne, ert whipped Tanner andBobLutz
hit tricky backhands out of the
Australian's reach in scoring
the first American victory in
the- itaugufal ;200,000
championship, 6-4, 6-4.
Tanner, not as highly rated
as Solomo,i• on clay, relied -on
his strong service in beating
Dent 6-2, 7-6 in the opening
match.
But Newcombe and Dent
SQUARE
DIAMOND WEDDING BANDS 1 CARAT
THE PAIR S199 $499
in doubles 6-3, 3-6, 6-2.
DALLAS -- Bjorn Borg,
seeking his second World
Championship of Tennis title,
overcame- Dick Stockton's
powerlul serve-and-volley
game with an array of shots.
from the baseline for an easy
4-6, 6-2, 6-1, 6-0 quarter-final
victory.
The 21-year-old Swede
snapping a four-game, losing
streak. Gene Tenace drove in
three runs for San Diego with
two homers.
Braves 34, Expoa 2-7
Brian Asselstine hit a bases-
loaded, ninth-inning single to
lead Atlanta over Montreal in
the opener of their
double-header.
Gary Carter slammed
two-out, three-run homer in





the first set, breaking
Stockton's service eight of
nine times and winning. 12
straight games at one point.
Borg advances to Friday's
semifinals and will meet the
winner of Wednesday night's
match between Raul Ramirez
of Mexico and Vitas Gerulaitis
of the United States.





NAME WATCHES 20% TO 50/0 OFF
BULOVA, ACCUTRON, SEIKO, SPEIDEL, ETC.
STONE SET RINGS
AND BANDS
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Tréviñe Is Stronq Candidate To Capture Colonial
By BOB GREEN
FORT WORTH, Texas i AP i
A vanety„„tof factors com-
bine to make Lee Trevino a
strong candidate for the title
this week in the $200.000
Colonial National. Invitation
Golf Tournament.
"I played good enough to
win in Dallas. Maybe this
week," said Trevino, whose
pounding, last-round
challenge to TUni_Watson fell
short by a sinew stroke last
weekend in ,the Byron Nelson
Classic.
That performance made
!obvious the fact that Trevino
is playing extreinel) well. He
led at one point in the Masters,
was second in the Tournament
of Champions, led one round
at New Orleans, then had
another runner-up finish..
'•And we're getting into the"
part of the sthedule I .like,"
$iticl Trevino. whose. only
Texas triumph came in this
tournament two years ago.
-We're playing a lot of good,
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hartl courses where you don't
have to shoot 700 under par to
Win. • - 
"We're jetting into the hot
weather, too. And that helps
I'm a hot-weather player. It
can't get too hot for me. I just
can't handle that cold."
That, at least, should not be
a problem on the 7,190-yard,
par-70 Colonial Country Club
course. This event, which
draws an invitational field of
only 102, often is subjected to
some of the hottest weather on
the tour.
And the course is to
Trevino's liking, too. It's one
of the most difficult the














Regular and magnifying lighted mirrors, sits
table or hangs on wall.
Rose Milk
c
Fashionable designs to go with
every outfit. For 'every





year. Over-par figures have
been good enough to win. And
it's even-tiougher this year.
The...green on the par-3 13th
has been redesigned and now
is on two levels. "If you get the
ball on the wrong level," said
tournament chairman Bill
Speer, -it's going tb be almost
impossible to two-putt."
%", 50' & 75' Nylon
Low-Low Prices
Rubber Also Available








Hold. 7.5 Oz. Can
Only two men who have won
1978 tour titles — Jack
Nicklaus and-Miller Barber —
are missing from the field that
begins the 72-hole chase
Thursday.
The leading contenders for
the $40,000 first prize are
South African Gary Player,
































Open champ Hubert Green,
winner of -hvo titles this year,
and 1977 Player of the Year
Tom Watson, who collected
his third victory of the year
last week, became it golfing
millionaire and moved into
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Low Overhead
 Means Lower Prices 
Wonder Buy 1 At
Corn Chips Reg. PriceOid 2nd
Rog. 62'





Baked Beans3 $1 00
24 Oz. Sago 30'
Ivory
Soap
Personal Silo Sass I'9C4 kw Mg 5
...AT BEST BUY PRICES
Pure Fresh Lean
















































.1".( "If You Matc •ur ua y... ou on t :eat s 'rice
Prices Good Thurs., May 11
thru Wed., May 17
















Given Away Each Weak
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Tropicana Pure • Last Week's_ Hardin Morris
• Winner •- MurrayOrange
Juice
• • "—
:!Nothing to Buy 'No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
:Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
•nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
:Morning.
• .f:rn ploy ens of Parkers and their Famthes not eligible to win .Adults


































Atkins Askaa For Limit ChiState Plane Use
Mrs. Eula Outland - Final Rites Today
Dies At Westriew; For W. I Rogers
Services Thursday - • Fival Edi rles for William oeri ., are being con-
Mrs. Eula • McDougal ducted today at two p.m. at
Outland—'widow of Finis the South Pleasant Grove
Outland, died Tuesday at 5:10 Cemetery with the Rev. Dr.
p.m. at he Westview Nursing Bill Whittaker officiating The
Home: She was 90 years of J. H. Churchill Funeral home
age. • is in charge of the
, .114 Murray woman was a arrangements.
member of the Cherry Corner Mr Rogers, age 62, died
Baptist Church. Born Dec. 14, Sunday at 2:30 a.m. at his
1887. in Calloway County. she home in St. Louis Mo. Born
was the daughter of the late May 24, 1915, in Calloway
Pierce McDougal and Bell County, he was the son of the
  Roberts fiteDougal. late Delmus Rogers__ and 
Mrs. outland is survived by Virginia Howard Rogers.
one sister. Mrs. Lillie Lamb, Funeral services were held
  Hazel Route Two; one TheadaY at 7:30 P•m• at the
- brother, Toy -P .—McDougal, chapel of the Kassly Colonial
  -MI- Olive" Streat, Murray; Morticiary, Fairview Heights,
several nieces and nephews. m.
Funeral services,. will be
held Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at
ch,apel of the Blalock
4. an 'netters?' Home- vrillz
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe and the
Rev. Jack Geurin officiating.
Pallbearers will be Eddie
_Hale, Gene McDougal, Tellus
McDo-ugal, Clyde Hale, James
Key,. and Joe Pat Lamb.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
(tVednesdil)--.
W. E. Newport Di▪ es
Tu esdaffnneral -
Planned Thursday
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Opal Erwin Rogers; one
daughter, Mrs. Richard
Kilzet Bloomington, 111.: tam
sons; Bill of Murray, Don of St.
Louis, Mo.. and Jim. and
Charles of Caseyville, Ill.;
sister, Mrs. Quitman Hern-
don, Murray; four brothers,.
Hafford and Hillard, Murray,
Clayton of Dallas, Texas, and




Of Mrs. Hub Dunn
Boyd Hamilton, brother of
Mrs. Hub '(Mildredi Dunn of
Murray, died unexpectedly
Monday morning while
enroute to the hospital from
his home near St. Louis, Mo.
The deceased age 73, was
the son of the late Mr. ana
Mrs. R. A. Hamilton of Graves
County.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Laura Hamilton, and two
Sons, Ronald and Bit?*
Hamilton, St. Louis, Mo.; two
sisters, Mrs. Gilbert (Myrtle)
Futrell, Mayfield, Mrs. C. J.
Thomas. Lone Oak, and-Mil:
--Hula Dime, Murray: one
brother, Leon Thomas, St.
Louis, Mo.
Also surviving are two local
teces, Mrs. Ann Watson and
.KIttght Murray
and one nephew, Bob Dunn,
Murray.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Kreighauser
Funeral Home, St. Louis, Mo.





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Finance Secretary Russell
MCClure has been asked by.
the state auditor to issue a
regulation limiting travel in
state planes to official use and
providing for reimbursement
to the state for any personal
use of the planes.
In a news conference
Tuesday, Auditor George
'Atkins said he believes
McClure can hardly -disagree
with his suggestions, which
also included tightening
record-keeping for all state
flights.
McClure, contacted later,
said of the proposal to restrict
plane use: "I would think that
would be up to the General
Assembly."
Atkins, a Democratic
'actional foe of Gov. Julian
7afroll and prospective
candidate for governor next
year, is conducting an audit on
thestiontroversial use of state




About An Era ,
Margaret Bingham
Galloway, a native of
Dead At Age Of 74 Mayfield and a former student
at Murray State University,
liffs. Helen Matte- -Sin- has published her first book,
derson. sister.ol Mrs. Otis "Ancestors and Appetites,"
Loftin of Murray, died fifteen chapters dealing with
Monday at 240 p.m. at the • 'growing up in the 1930s in
Community Hospital, Mayfield and going to college
Mayfield. at Murray State."
She was 74 years of age and Now living in Arlington,
a resident of Fancy Farm Tex., Mrs. Galloway, who is in
Route Two. Mrs. Sanderson Mayfield this week, recently
was a retired employee of the -retired after fifteen years as,
- wor er a aMer. Ctirlee Clothing Company. the wasian's editor of theof Murray Lodge No. 105 Free— .=-t-Mr. Newport. a member of • urvivors Include one Arlington paper. Prior to thatand Accepted Masons..
the Church of Christ, was daughter, Mrs. Charles Rowe, she was with the woman's
Howard Ki▪ nsey Dies
This Morning With
Rites On Thursday -
Howard Kinsey of Murray
Route One, Coldwater Com-
munity, died this morning at
- William Earl Newport of two o'clock at Lourdes
Route One, Puryear, Tn., died Hospital, Paducah. He was 70_
Tuesday at 1-30 at the Henry years of age.
County General .Hospital, The deceased was 4.
Paris. Tn. He was 81 years of member of the Coldwater
age and a retired factory united methodist Church and
Suriivors include his wife.,
iii oeatn y 
e, Mrs. Evelyn Kinsey, Murray
Mrs. Willie May Jackson Route One; two sons, Lee and
Newport, in 1939. Two sons, Ed Kinsey, and three grand-
Cortez and Darrell Newport, children, Tony, Eddie, and
are else deceased. Born Oct; 1, . Adam Kinsey, all of St. Louis,1896, in Henry County, Tn., he • mo.
was the son of the late William . Tin . -- -







and James Newport, Mem-
phis, Tn.; six grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy-Funeral - LAKE DATA
Home, Paris, Thwtth Bro. Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 359,1
Charlie Sweatt and Bro. iown 0.2.
Ewing Stubblefield of- Below dam 317.2 up 5.3.
ficiating. Burial will follow in Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 359.2 up
the Congersville Cementary. 0.3.
Friends may call at the Below dam 320.8 down 1.1.
funeral home Sunset 7:52. Sunrise 5:53.
chapel of the Dyersburg
Funeral Home. Dyersburg.
Tn., with the Rev. Jim Glass,
pastor of the Coldwater United
Methodist Church, officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Fairview. Cemetery in
Dyersburg, In.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Fancy Farm Route--Twoi-two-
brothers, Wayne Wright and
Will Wright, Mayfield; one
sister, Mrs. Otis Loftin,
Murray; Four grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. James
Tharp officiating. Burial will




Federal State Market News Sink, May
10, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Inciudes1 Buying Stations
=: Act. 712 Est. 610 Barrows &Weer Sows stesety 50e lower
in 141111110116 146 00-4525
US 14$1110.11ba .. 547.50.40 00
us 3-I SISISOlin.  .540.10.47 00
US 3.4 2610411111s. .  140.10.4050
Sows
US 1-23111111111m 541.0142.00
US 14 31,111,1*. $49.01141 00
LS 14 4111.1111‘ 541.04100
US 14 $041.11s. 512.0043.00






Open Till 8:00 P. M.
The most complete redecorating center
in Murray. Come in and check our
prices. Redecorate your home with us.
v Carpet many kinds and
prices. Installed
Vinyl AU Major Brands.
Installed
iOver 200 Wallpaper
Books To Order From
I/ Many Pre pasted Vinyl
ifiwillictxerings In Stock.
v Light Fixtures Very Low
Prices
_ id Custom Drapes &
Spreads
iWooven Wood Shades
v Vinyl Shades in Stock
Drapery Hardware by
Kirsh











We try to have anything 'youweed to decorate withl
me in f 0 r e f4e estimate on any 46E0n/t1ng you
wiskto do. Let ut help you.
--department -: ef---The Dallas
News for five years.
The daughter of the late




autographing her new book,
which sells for five dollars
from two to five p.m. today
Wednesday). at the Mayfield
City Library. She is a sister of
Virginia Bingham Garrott, the
women's editor ' of The
_Mayfield Messenger.
Married to Randolph
Galloway, an engineer from
Henderson, she has three
children and two , grand-
children. A son, Randy, is a
sports writer with the Dallas
News and assigned to the
Dallas Cowboys and the ,Texas
Rangers. A daughters Mrs
Ellen Beal, lives in Seattle,
Wash., and son Gregg, lives in
Austin Texas.
The book, Mrs. Gallowa•
said, received its title from an
expression of an aunt of hers
who lived through the
depression. "I have heard her
say many times." she said.
"that all they had left after the
depression was their 'an-
cestors and appetities'."
Ancestors and Appetites'
is the simplest little book,"
she went on, "with not one
smitchen of murder, sex,
violence or sharks in the whole
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He estimated it mould be
several more weeks,bef ore the
audit is completed, and
disclosed that his office has
issued its first subpoena for
records — from Joyce Morse,
an official in the Department
for Finance and
Administration — after a one
week delay in obtaining the
data, he said.
Meantime, McClure
charged that Atkins takes his'
son along on state flights.
McClure said he did not know
how many such flights there
had been or whether any 'of the
trips were for personal or
vacation purposes. 
Atkins said that On at least'
two occasions his son 'did
accompany him on state
flights. But Atkins said that he
was on official business.
Atkins also offered . to
reimburse the state if his son's
rides are considered personal
use of state planes.
Atkins previously has called
on the governor to pay for the
personal phase of vacation
flights to Florida and the
Bahamas.
Asked if he thinks it would
be enough for Carroll to pay
any taxes due for the personal
use of state planes, the auditor
reiterated he believes the
governor should pay for the.
trips.
- Atkins has estimated a cost
to the state of about $50,000 for
the latest Carroll vacation.
His audit goes back to 1976 —
"merely to establish a trend,"
he said.
Atkins-•also told newsmen
that any flights his office has
been involved in during that
period "will be reflected in The
report."
The auditor said much of the
delay in finishing the audit is
dde to "inadequacies of the
records to reflect the actual
use and cost cif the air tran-
sportation system" plus some
administration foot dragging
in obtaining information._
Government  Recalls AMC Cars
By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API —The
government, announcing...Us
first recall of an aotamakee'a
entire car output for a model
year, says about 300,000'
vehicles produced by the
American Motors Corp. in 1976
may have defective emission
systems.
Although smaller than
many of the government's
previous car recalls, the
Environmental Protection.
Agency order would affect all
AMC cars and many of the -
company's Jeeps manufac- ,
Awed during_ the 1976-model
year, an agency source said.
The EPA planned to
announce the recall today, •
according to the source, who
asked not to be identified. '
The government's action
was seen as part of a nevi-get:-
tough attitude by the. EPA
toward possible violations el—
air quality standards.
In apparent anticipatiwof
the EPA's order, -AMC
recalled 153,000 1976-model
vehicles Tuesday to replace'
broken tubes that could in-
crease emissions from the
tailpipe, the problem that
concerned EPA.
That recall followed a
similar, one. of 157,500 1976-
-model -Cafe,by --the--nation-
fourth largest automaker in • • 41
February. The EPA order
covered the vehicles in the two
xer_alls-
However, an EPA recall
would require that corrective
action meet government
" 5141"r* 404.4.14041111a4
recall would not; according to
the agency source.
Affected by the recall orders
are all AMC 1976-model
passenger cars — Gremlins,
Hornets, Pacers and
Mats:1(4mq — and about 40.000
1975 and 1976 Jeeps and AMC
General Corp. dispatcher
.Vehicles used by the Postal
Tha—irablekt: Ail Lite
possible defect have 232-cubic-
inch and 256-cubic-inch, six-
cylinder engines.
The automaker said the
joint of a sensing tube in the
exhaust gas recirculation
system would be checked.
. .
-We can very clearly
determine" that the existing
record - keeping -system,
whether by design or by lack
of detail, in some cases is
inaccurate and most cases is
insufficient," he said.
"There are many instances
that do not show the actual
destination nor reflect the
actual use of the aircraft."
One of the deficiencies, he
said, is the lack of iden-
tification of passengers and
another is the failure to log the
time the plane was flown:
"We already know that the
use of the state aircraft is
being abused." Atkins said.
"...Whenever personal use of
state property occurs, the
burden is on the public official
to fully disclose -th4t. cir-
cumstances and, where ap-
propriate, to reimburse the
state."
Atkins' letter to McClure
asked him to issue a rule
of the
agency, all firtissengt*s, the
actual destination and the
nature of official business on
state plane trips.
He also called for abolition




ART EXHIBIT — Art students at Murray High are preparing for their annual exhibit and
open house on Friday, May 12 from 830 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in the art department at
Murray High. Pictured above is Harry Furches, assistant professor of art at Murray State
niVersity, demonstrating casring to senior Paulette Hooks and the Mt I I class. 1. 
public is invited to see the students demonstrating on the potter's wheel, enameling,
weaving, drawing, painting, constructing a sculpture protect, or designing and making
silver, brim or copper jewelry. Mrs. Betty Scott is art teacher. .
MSU Graduation...
('ontinued From Page One)
Futrell, Marilyn J. Langer Ganger,
Patty Sargent Griffin, Jane E.
Houghton, Richard L. Lowe, Katharine
Eleanor Mason, Selwyn Schultz
. Parker, Kathleen Wilson Rushing, and
Ronald Leo Wilson, all of Murray.
Debra Sue Atari, Robert Bradley
Johnson, Nancye Jane Lynch, Ellyn
Rosenstein McFall, Thomas Eugene
14kManus, Jr., Mary Jane Nuckolls,
Karen Kathleen Park, Wendell Keith
Shelton, Lois Ann Skipworth, Stephen
Emanuel Smith, Jr., William Alphonse
Warren, Jr., Catherine C. Mirth,
Michael Alan Yaffee, and Gerri Jo
Yancy, all of Paducah.
Anne Marie Austin, Fulton;
Katheleen Walsh Bartz, John Paul
Goode, Theresa Reynolds Taylor, and
Anita Wallace 'Thomas, all qf Cadiz;
Glenda Douglas Boyd and Carol Ann
McCutcheon, both of Paris, Tenn.;
Catherine E. Campbell, Paul Edwin
Cloud, Kathy Jane Ford, Nancy Switzer
Harper, and Cindy Jan Morris, all of
Benton.
Charles. Clayton Cavaness, Grand
Tower, Ill.; Lyle Wyman Cayce and
Betty Grace Wurtman, both of Prin-
ceton; Tens Marie Hayden Clernmons,
Kevin F. 'Collis, Anne Elizabeth
Harrison, Belinda Jo Herndon, Valerie
Sherry Jaynes, Julie Cates Pittman,
and Mary Teresa Thomas, all of
Mayfield; Rhonda Kay Crews and
Richard Edward bong, both of Kevil.
Rise Elizabeth Daniels, Gulfport,
Miss.; Janice Elaine Dixon, Rockf
111.; Kristie Kay Dobroski arjl.Mark
Howard Wezet, both of ansville,
Ind.; Carla Ann Fox, Ikton; Scott
Edward Frederking, Mt. Vernon, Ind.;
Christine Ann Tlinko Garcia-Penya and
Javier Garcia-Penya, both of New
Carliise, Ohio.
Ann Gayle Goodman, Lee Carol
Holemon, Vickie Lynn Masden,
Elizabeth Ann Riester, Mark Kevin
Robison, and Della Kim Stafford, all of
Louisville; Philip Mark Grubbs and
'MY •
"*.
Teresa Ann • Simpson, both of
Hopkinsville; James R. Hendrix, Jr.,
Bardwell; Jennifer Lynn Hensley,
Vienna, 1114-Barbara Ann Herndon and
Shenna Lia Kirksey Matheny, both of
Hickory; Nila Catherine Jamieson,
Chandler, Ind. -
Patricia Jean Johnson, St. Paul, Va.;
Constance Louise Jones and Dale Alan
Lature, both of Owensboro; Rhonda
Ann Lee, Carlyle, Ill.; Diane Marie
McGee, New nartford, N. Y.; Cathy
Ann Miller, Arlington Heights, 111.;
Edwin S. Miller, Riverside: N. J.;
Florence Mary Moore, Valley Stream,
N. Y.; Ross Rogers Moore, Frankfort.
Danny H. Patton, Fredonia; Dana S.
Poe, Wolfe Lake, Ill.; Pattye Ann
Prirtun, Camden, Tenn.; Allen 13. Rose,
Fairdale; DuWayne Rocky Russell,
Erlanger; Phyllis Raye Scott, Calhoun;
Barbara Pompi Sanders. Warren,
Mich.; Joan Lynn Taylor, Burna; Kertn
Jeanie Thomas, Sussex, Wis.; Charles
Allen Thompson, Bardwell; and





halt CanwerS es „
Come Anytime Mon.-Sat.
We're Open Till Dark Just For You!















































































































































The honor roll for the second
six weeks of the second
semester at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
has been released by the
principal, Roy Cothran. as
follows:
Sixth Grade—Cindy An-
derson, Jeff DOW Micah
Vonda Murdock T_ y OrAt.
Chris Sheridan, Melissa
Richerson, Janee Sims, Renae
Taylor, and Tim Williams. .
Seventh Grade--Carl An-
derson, Rhonda Cook, Lynne
Cothran, Karen
Kenneth Futrell, Mark Gib-
son, Steve Grace, Tina
Harrell, Regina Morris,
_154)4.. p..'porg.  Mark Hutson,
%-tforier.' Itar,frfre11' Mk*,
Jeff Paschall, and Billy
Murray.
Eighth Grade—Penny
Beavers, Jenise. Boyd, Karen
Carraway, Kevin Cole, Tad
Dowdy, Lynn Eldridge, Missy
Farris, Patrice Fleming, Nina
Harrell, -Mark Johnson, Dan
Key, Lori Lovins, Dannetta
Morris, Brad Miller, Gary
Murdock, Lori Murdock,







Mayor of the City
Murray
Recognizing that the
citizens of Callowy County and
the City of Murray wish to
preserve the unique historic
character of our communities,
we deem it fitting and ap-
propriate to honor our citizens




factories, and cultural areas.
It is further significant that-
The_ _Governor  of  our Com-
monwealth has recently




oway County, the 'Clty of
Murray, and Murray State
University have a glorious
tradition of patriotism,
loyalty, and cultural ap-
preciation that must not be
permitted to diminish.
Many private citizens as
well as public officials and
leaders in this community are





Set At Barkley Park
"Nature Extravaganza," a
weekend featuring the flora
and fauna of the region, will be
held at lake Barkley State
. -itesort Vark near Cadiz, May
I2-14, 1978. The 3-day event is-
_ sponSored by the Kentucky
bepartment of Parks and
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes.
Registration will begin
Friday at 4 p. m. The program
will convene at 7:30 p, m. with
• presentations by Robert
urns, TVA biologist from
Norris, Tennessee, and John
Tierney, a naturalist from
Carter Caves State Resort
P , Olive Hill, Kentucky.
Saturday's activities will
center around field trips to
Land Between The Lakes in





Dr. Roger • Barbour,
Professor of Zoology at the-
University of Kentucky,- will
deliver the Saturday evening
keynote address entitled
"Some of My Favorites."
Preregistration for the field
trips and workshops is en-
couraged us_ the niunhor of
participants will be limited.
Activities will be filled by the
earliest --pi-eregist ration
requests received by mail.




Services, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone (5021924-5602,
extension 221.
BACK INTO ACTION — Brad Greenfield, 12, anxiously
awaits with Cindy Palormo, 12, as Mrs. Ann Palormo
works to get Brad's bicycle back into the 30-mile March
of Dimes Bike-a-Ihon recently held in Land Between The
_lakes. The event was cosponsoted by the West Kentucky
March of Dimes and land Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Ken-
tucky and Tennessee. More than 50 riders participated in
the activity, pledging approximately $3,154.75. Greenfield
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Greenfield of Calvat
and€indyiaihe di hter of Mr. and Mrs. Brain Palor-
mo of Benton. — •,
Tired of the





County, and I , Melvin Henley.,
Mayor of the City of Muri-iy,
do hereby. proclaim, this




in Calloway County and the
City of Murray. We respect-
,fully urge all citizens ̀ of our
community to participate in
this celebration with ap-
propriate ceremonies to
recognize repair, restore, or
rehabilitate our historic
landmarks for the enjoyment
and edification of this future
...generations_of_our_ county
city, state and nation.
IN WITNESS THEREOF,
we have hereunto set our
hands this 5th day of may in
" 41414  9v4
Thousand Nine- - Hundred
Seventy-eight and In the year
of the Commonwealth the One
Hundred Eighty-sixth.









WHEREAS: We have been
endowed by our Creator not
only with the blessings and
benefits of our animal friends,
but also with the firm
responsibility to Protect these
creatures given us as a sacred
trust, and to show kindness
and mercy to thin and
_ _WHESE.Atzthe pope kit
Murray are deeply indebted to
animal anti-cruelty control
and weffare agencies for the
invaluable contribution they
make each year in education
our children in humane
principles, and in promoting a
true working spirit of kindness
and consideration for animals
in the minfis and hearts of all
our people, and
WHEREAS: we recognize
the timeless value of the
teaching, of kindness to our
young people through humane
NEW YORK iAP, — David
Berkowitz confessed to the six
Son of Sam killings because he
dearly wants people to like
him and, anyway, "a good
Christian can't plead in-
sanity," he says.
The 24-year-old former
postal clerk — who has told
psychiatrists that he hopes to
answer God's calling to* be a
minister while in prison
calmly pleaded guilty on
Monday to six counts of
second-degree murder and
some two score other crimes
committed during a 12-month
reign of terror in three New
York City boroughs.
Defense attorneys said that
following sentencing on May
22 they would appeal a judge's
finding of competency, which
enabled Berkowitz to reject
their insanity defense and
plead guilty to the crimes.
It is expected Berkowitz,
who will remain at Kings
County Hospital until sen-
tencing, will receive the
maximum allowable con-
current terms, making him
eligible for parole in 30 years
at the earliest.
In a major surprise
announced to the heavily
guarded 260-seat courtroom,
Bronx District Attorney Mario
Merola disclosed that
Berkowitz has claimed
responsibility for 2,000 fires in
a four-year period under the
alias of "The Phantom of the
—
It was revealed that a diary
detailing sonx,-1,411 of the
fires was amerrilk the materials
seized when police arrested
Berkowitz at his Yonkers
apartment last August.
Authorities in the Bronx,
where the overwhelming
majority of the diary notations
_ were from, promised a 'full
berestigation into whether
-̀ 11erkti*ttt War tir araontst or
education, and realize that out
of kindness to animals grows
kindness and love for both
Man and God, and
WHEREAS: the first full
week in May had been set as
the annual celebration of the
national week observing the
philosophy of kindness to
animals,
NOW, THEREFORE: I
MELVIN HENLEY by vfr-
tare of the power vested in me
as MAYOR of the city of
MURRAY, KENTUCKY do
proclaim and pronounce the
week of May 7-13 as "Be Kind
to Animals Week", and do
heartily commend to all our
citizens a full participation in
all the events related thereto
in this community. 
Date: May 5, 1978
Melvin Henley
Mayor, City of Murray
'PROCLAMATION
1978 National Hospital Week
WHEREAS,May 7-13, 1978
has been designated National
Hospital Week, and
WHEREAS, the theme for
National Hospital Week is
Hospitals Wish ,You Well!
and;
WHEREAS, the County of
Calloway joins the nation in
paying tribute to the dedicated
people who serve, in the
hospital of this community
who provide skilled and
compassionate health care to
our citizens,
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Robert 0. Miller, as Judge ot
Calloway County do hereby
proclaim May 7-13, 1974 as
Hospital Week in Calloway
County and urge citizens of
Calloway County to take
cognizance of this event and to
participate fittingly', in its
observance. Given at County
Court House in Murray,
Kentucky, this second day of.
May in the year of our Lord,
one thousand nine hundred
and seventy-eight.
Robert 0. Miller
Judge of Calloway County
Melvin B. Henley
C Mayor of Murray
At that hearing, court-
appointed psychiatrist Daniel
Schwartz outlined 19 reasons
why Berkowitz felt he had tr,
plead guilty, including a
desire to satisfy the revenge
instincts of the victims'
relatives.
But for many of the sur-
vivors, jail is no satisfaction
"He should go to the chair.
like he's supposed to," said
Michael Laurie, father of the




Dr. Marvin-- Mills, a
professor of safety and health
in the Department of
Egineering and Industrial
Technology at Murray State
University, has been named to
A three-member team to
eValuate ocrunational safety
and health grant proposals at
two major California
universities.
Officiate at the University of
California and at the
University of Southern
California have applied for
federal educational research
grants for the establishment
of training programs in oc-
cupational safety and health.
. More than $1.5 million per
year is being provided for
each of the next five years by
the government for the
establishment of the training
programs through 10 con-
sortiums being set up across
the country.
The two Califorala in-
stutution1 whose proposals
Dr. Mills will be helping to
evaluate this week are In one
al-tibiae -Consortiums. Each
simply a fire buff, .004imaggailwat a aloud
' ter tweilittet, -Staff,




safety and health, Dr. Mills is
a native of Charleston, West
Virginia.
pleas to the murder charges,
state Supreme Court Justice
Joseph Corso, one of three
judges to accept the pleas,
released the transcript of a
closed competency hearing
held in Brooklyn lert month.
BIKE REPAIR — Jeff Boyd, right, 21, of Caruthersvile,
Missouri, and Randy Floyd, 25, of Clinton, repair a bike for
the March of Dimes Bike-a-thon hefd recently at Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demon-
stration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. The 30-
mile bike-a-thon was cosPonscired by the West Kentucky
March of Dimes and Land Between The lakes. Over 50
people rode in the event, with approximately $3,154.75
being pledged. Boyd and Floyd are both students at
Murray State University.
20" fully baffled for strength 3 tiP
Briggs &Stratton engine. Fold Han-
dle with throttle 7" wheels
50', OF Weed Eater trimmer
8" cut; durable
EXTRA nylon line. Doll









To Return For Fe§t
Art Council Director Don
Hayes announced that he has
received definite confirmation
that Governor Julian and Mrs.
Carroll will officiate at the
-"Return to the River
Festivities" in Paducah May
22.
At approximately 8:30 a.m.
Governor and Mrs. Carroll will
cut the ribbon at Seventh and
Broadway signalling the
completion of Operation




parade of area bands and
  antique care will march to the
Riverfront to greet the
the Delta Queen.
The Delta Queen will dock
on May 22 and bring to
Paducah stars, scholares and
nnuickur alto
fifteen hours of continuous
performances. lectu'res,
seminars and forums
throughout the city and
county.
Out of the entire day's
events, only two carry an
admission charge-CBS an-
chorman, Douglas Edwards
will speak at a luncheon at the
Jaycee Civic Center at noon on
"A Positive View of
America".
Following the speech, a
forum will be held to discuss
Longlife
what progress will mean to
Kentuckians.
Tickets are $4.50 each; and
"Return to the River", a
musical entertainment
starring Edie Adams, The Jay
McShann Jan Trio and Mark
--Twain inpressionist, Richard
Henzet in Tilghman
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. All
seats are $5. For reservations,
ca.. (502) 444-7713.
Ky. has received the -en-
dorsement of Sen. Robert






Hiiddleston is opposed in the
Democratic primary May 23
by William Jacob Taylor, 61,
High Bridge, and George W.
Tolhurst, 36, Louisville.
Seeking the Republican
nomination are Oline Car-
mical 'Jr., 32, Williamsburg,
Mary H. Gabbert, Owensboro,
Louis R. Guenthner Jr.,
Louisville, and Thurman
Jerome Hamlin, 53, London.
SAVE $20
HEAVY-DUTY MOWER
19" heavy-duty deck. Lifeguard safety protection. Throttle con-
trol. 7" staggered wheels eliminate lawn scalping. 45411-7
20" Deluxe mower, Vertical pull Briggs
attratton 3.5 HP engine. Adjustable 7"
wheels. *8 23.3
31/2 H.P. Briggs& Stratton engin• with








Cordless fle-ctrii sheers. .Criss:
crosi blade action. Solely
switch, *8280 is iti t.••`•
• / •
, ..,f. - •..
Prices aood through Sot at all OTASE0 stores and pairtocipoting dealers.
Friendly Folks-
Friendly Service 1•14k Beater 7534391
for 60 Years  4,1101.-71iors. 94, Fri. 11 Sid. 94 5.. 14
TREE PLANTING — Steve Birdsong, left, of Paducah,
kentuc4, and Carlis Humphrey, Benton, Kentucky, com-
bine efforts to plant a yellow poplar tree in Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area
in western Kentucki, and Tennessee. The two men, both
TVA employees, were working in conjunction with a har-
dwood tree improvement program instigated by the Ken-
tucky Division of forestry and land Between The Lakes. *
Governor Julian Carroll's Carroll for his aid to retired
support of education in—teachers as will as to
education at all levels in
Kentucky. .Clyde Lassiter,
state president of RTA, also
paid .tribute to the Governor
and the Legislature for sup-
porting the retirement
program for teachers.
Lassiter urged the members -
present to continue their ef-
forts in promoting the in-
terests of the state
association.




director of NRTA; and Elbert
Clark, Hickman County in-
surance representative.
Dr. Matt Sparkman,
president of the Calloway
RTA, presided at the break-
fast workshop and announced
that the next meeting would be
in August. Dr. Ruby E. Smith,
program chairman, in-
troduced Mrs. Oneida White
and Mrs. Helen Carlin, who
gave a musical program,
including the invocation.
It was announced that there
were 125 members of the
Calloway Retired Teachers--
Association. The membars_.;_-_.




afternoon, May 21, at 4 p.m.
Committee chairpersons •
appointed by President Spark-





Harry Sparks; project, Fred
Clark; publicity, L. J. and
Mellie Hortin; remembrance,
Mamie Anderson.
Kentucky was praised by
speakers at a •'Workshop for
Retired Teachers" here May
8. State and district officials
explained the current
retirement benefits at the
Workshop breakfast meeting
of the Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association
at the Colonial House. ,
Dr. Harry Sparks, president
elect of the Kentucky Retired
Teachers Association, gave







dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
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Soft and feminine v-
neck top with cape
sleeves. Has shirred
front2 ribbon trim and-- -
elastic waist. Polyestet%;—.
Cotton. In sizes S-M- L..
Assorted Styles.
A summertime sensation! White
• twill jean of easy-care '65/35 Cot-
ton/Polyester: with 2 front 'patch
_pockets, plastitTid----b-aCk aTsT
band with sewn on double clasp
buckle br t f ront.-- sizes-7














These picturesque scenes will add















16x26" KITCHEN TOWEL 1  44
7x7" POT HOLDER ... 1  00
1213" DISH CLOTH .   88c
BUTCHER APRON .... 5.66
10" OVEN MITT 1  77
POT GRABBER 2  97
PLACE MATS  68c
Pretty and practical accents for
your krIchert.
„Full-size Royal Elegance.vel-
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Equal Opportunity Employer
GINGER JAR
Spice up your decor
with these lovely
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Controversy Surrounds Purchase
Of Half Million Dollar Jet
NASHVILLE, Tenn. I
A flew, $687,665 Rockwell Turbo
Commander has been pur-
chased by the state to replace
its 11-year-old Queen Air, al-
though bids were submitted on
less expensive planes.
Commissioner Leon Smith of
the General Services Depart-
ment said there were lower
bids — but the Turbo Com-
mander "was the low bid for
-airtraft meeting the specifica-
Honor Roll
Released
DENISTRY STUDENTS ACCEPTED*-L_Nine Murray State University pre-dental students have been aceepted at five
of the nation's dental schools to continue their studies. They are (seated from left to right) Terry Ellis„ Paris, T.enn.,
senior; Dan Baldwin, Madisonville junior; Tom Hager,. Radcliff senior; Jeff Winfrey, Dawson Springs junior; and
Beverly !argent, Mayfield senior. Standing are: (left to right) Dr. Vaughn Vandergrift, professor in the Department of
Chemistry and Student advisor; Paul Mason, Illiopolis, Ill., senior; Mark Adams, Madisonville junior; Lee Stewart,
Murray junior; and Tim Foster, Hopkinsville senior. Foster, Stewart, and Urgent 'will attend the University of Ken-
tucky. Baldwin, Winfrey, Hager, and Adams will enter the University of Louisville. Mason will go to Southern Illinois
University and Ellis to the University of Tennessee.
Graduating Typiest, Secretaries, Clerks
Stand Good Chance Of FindingSummer Jobs
WASHINGTON (AP) —
High school graduates trained
as clerks, secretaries or
typists and willing to take
starting annual salaries of
$5,500 a year stand the best






work this summer, a gover-
nment survey shows. -
For the better educated, the




selors, nurse's and -Social
workers, the survey indicates.
Compiled  by the Labor
Department and released
Monday, the survey shows
low-paying office jobs topping
the list of 80 occupations with
the most openings for young
jib-seekers.\
Fifty-seven of the positions
require a high school
education, while the others
require additional education
— college and nursing or trade
schools.
Free For The Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 3_07, Murray, KY 42071
KING OF VALUES
Buy a Polaroid OpeStep or MsnuteMaker Land
camera and get this colorful rain slicker for only
47.95. A $16,00 retail value with reinforced stress




• Aim and shoot -














The department said the
,aiu'vey, is based- on reports of
job openings listed by state or
federal job placement offices
during the first three months
of the year. Those agencies
place. an estimate,d Tour --
million people int6lobs each--
year.
-The -occupations- with-
most openings has been
.distilled from more than 2,500
job classifications listed by
the department.
Many of the openings do not
require experience, making
them 'suitable for young job
seekers who will begin looking
kw their first permanent work
when the school year is over,
the department said.
The three positions most
available were general office
clerks, secretaries and clerk-
typists, with each job showing
more than 10,000 openings a
month. Salaries ranged from
about $5,900 a year to $10,00q
for secretaries and $5,500 td
$8,700 for clerks and typists.
Other jobs with the most
openings for high-school
'&Iiow 3°Oler 4°. 004'w0Y:
1yp$88 rMail slicker to:.
fiolecolor 2 - Polaroid's ,
PO Box 2
Reidsville 27322
Enclosed se find the sales recei
OileSten InuteMaker or Polaroid
along with* check of mone4Ver
•
"SUPER SAVINGS.•
AT- 1310. _Kt .
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tionists and, insurance sales
people, With. each position
showing more than 3,000
openings a month- -S-alarles for
those jobs ranged from a low
,600- to- nearly $1Z000
maximum for an insurance
salesperson.
Positions requiring only a
high school education that had
between 2,000 and 3,000





Jobs requiring More than a
high school diploma that
showed 1,000 or more openings








engineers, nurses and social
workers.
Of that group, salaries for
licensed nurses were the
lowest, ranging from $5,968 to
$11,218 a year, while electrical
engin received the highest
salaries, wi annual pay






Hubbard, First District ,U.S.
Representative of Kentucky,,
will deliver the 1978 Com-
mencement address for the
Campbellsville College
Graduation Exercises, May
14„ as announced by President
W. R. Davenport.
A native of Mayfield, he is ;1
graduate of Georgetow.
College, and the University ol
Louisville School of Law
Congressman Hubbard was
recently appointed an
Associate Whip of the House of
Representatives by Speaker
_Tip O'Neill and Majority
leader Jim Wright. He served
as Chairman of the
Democratic Freshmen in the
94th Congress from January
through June 30,1975. He is a
member of the 
Banking.Finance ' and Urba  Affairs
Committee, and the Merchant
'Marine and Fisheries Com-
mitIe in the House of
• Rep Sentativee, 
I Congressman Hubbard is
I married to the-former Joyce
1, Hall and they have two
I daughters. A former member
oT the State Executive -Board
of • the Kentucky Baptist
• Convention, he is a member,
I deacon and moderator for the
tions."
Smith said he did not have
the bid figures and those who
handled the bidding were out of
the office.
The purchase was approved
by the state Board of Stand-
ards, Smith said, after the
watchdog Fiscal Review Com-
mittee had questioned specifi-
cations which competitors said
could be met only by Rockwell.
Transportation Com-
missioner _Eddie Shaw, whose
department will oversee
maintenance and use of the
plane; agreed to ask for new
bids-and Rockwell was
awarded the CO-artier Don.
Bob Allen, principal of East 
the Fiscal Review Committee, 
said he would look, into the
Calloway Elementary School,
has released the honor roll for
matter.
the second six weeks of the "It's just the best aircraft on
second semester- as leirowt: theadaeluedder our needs," said
Sixth Grade—Wayne Dunn, ,1 Paul Allen; NranspOrtation De-
Jay Herndon, Bill Chaney,
Lisa Chaney, Jill- 'Childress,








-Ronnie Bryan, Vincent Alton,
Nancy Miller, Tina Housdeh,
Lisa Maddox, Teresa
wRaagidrusdapl.e, Cindy Jackson,
Rick Wagnor, and Denna
Eighth Grade—Janice
Chaney, Christy Curd, Carla
Barnett': Marie' Brantley,
Randy Dawson, Debbie
Farris, Ricky Houston, Steve
Hale, Christi Hale, Tonya Mc
Cuiston, Rhanda Key,
Jeanette Under.bill, Joey
Zinkovich, Jay Young, and
partment spokesman.
But if there is controversy
surrounding the new Turbo
Commander, it has a way4to go
to be as controversial as the
Learjet, which former Gov.
Winfield Dunn last year said
"used to be Governor Dunn's
controversial Lear tet and now
is Governor Blanton's con-
troversial Lear jet."
Democrats criticized Dunn
when he purchased tAe Lear —
and Republicans criticized Gov.
Ray Blanton for using it for
such things as selling soybeans
in Jamaica, after he -promised
to sell iC
Blanton already has initiated
the new plane, a RockwerTur-
bo Commander, by flying in it
last week to attend Humboldt's
annualStrawberry Festival and
Ladona Overby. a -weekend Memphis appear-
111(1 teS only I
at 3 p.m. CDT, in the raelv•
bellsville Baptist Church
c'ampbellsville Campbelts College
senior liberal arts collegi
central Kentucky and .1 1
•filiated with the Keno, L'
Baptist Convention.
ant*. The plane pulled into the
state hangar last week to re-
place the 11-year-old Beech-
craft Queen Air.
As governor, Blanton — like
all governors — has any state
plane he wantkat his disposal.
Because of problems with the
Queen Air, however, he has not
particularly wanted it at his
disposal.
Allen said the Turbo Com-
mander, purchased from Spann
Air of Forest Hill, Md., was to
include an $86,000 trade-in for
the Queen Air. But one engine
gave out, as Allen said it has
twice in the past year in flight,
and the state gave a $6,000 al-
lowance for engine repairs —
resulting than $80,000 trade-in.
The Turbo Commander is a •
pressurized plane, which has a
top speed exceeding 300 miles
per hour and seats seven pas-
sengers and a crew of two.
The Queen Air had a cruising
speed of about 225 mph and
carried six passengers plus a
two-person .crew.
SPECIAL AUCTION — June Carlson, chairman of the
Welcome Wagon Club Auction, shows some of the many
items donated by merchants of Murray for the audio
and white elephant sale to be held by the club on Thur-
sday, May 11, at 7:30 p. m. at the First Christian Church.
This is the annual money making project of the club for
this year arld_the moneysoes to help defray the cost of
the club expenses. The March oi dimes is the clubs com-
munity project which has been very successful
throughout the past years. Linda Knight, club president,
urges the public to attend the white elephant sale and
auction to help our club carry on its community affairs.
She also expressed appreciation to each business or per-
son who has helped in the auction.
GENERAL *ELECTRIC
Reg. 549.95
--:- —Large refrigerator wrth 5 Cu. ft. freezer.
- Three adjuitable shelves, meat keeper,
energy-saver switch. Rolls out on wheels.
1136 108 ,
Automatic Ice Maker available Pt V $59.00
11 Cu. Ft. DELUXE Inaater
REFRIGERATOR 19 Cu. Ft. FREEZER 
SAVE $30:95
ffriVe,
Thin wall foam insulation allows for in
• -- CriDOCIod Cepa:kity 111-111311104:1( 4.1ac.a.




(161114i Even less with trade-in.
Friend iy SOT VIC P 








Two baskets, divider. Foam insulated.
Interior arid signal lights, lock. (se 2941
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• •
• Single-speed, coaster
brake bikes with 20" black
wall tires, Hi-Rise handlebars,
lightweight fenders, custom
polo saddles and reflective
pedals, BotfT with styling kids
are sure to love.
GLADDING LIFE
VEST . . . Yoke style




able webbing and new
nylon covers to resist
rot. Approved fatal plea-
sure crafts under 40-ft.
Lit Monster. . powerful
little hair dryer you
can carry in your purse. .
Only 4Y,-inches iong- and .
- _ weigtts... Pni...Y.....7 -0.1f°9....P3t
its as powerful as a4egutar
- - s--arnta-Feakiamff -4200IT 1010\































Live tropical plants in ceramic




3 31')Ell F°:61- 1.1 Shopping Center I





-COOKWARE SEV. •:17-pfeces w
even-heating copper bottoms . . .
Includes 1-quart covered sauce-
pan, 2-quart covered saucepan,
dutch oven and 8" open skillet
(share covers). Features heat





ROSES 2 p $ I
PRICE s
Fashionable socks in bright







C-126 or C-110 Colo( print
film 12 exposures per roll
A general utIlly fsrtikzer for ev-










waist arid legs White





























rho, y of noes • is 10 NMI *vett
advertised Res at Mock kx ewe rat
avordiblia4cree:031O4 Sidle 1d "W
be used 10 counMese Om merchandise
4. .
n.




Flashes when others won't. 3















Same serving as regular dinner.:
Normally priced at $1.29._Specially













experience . . .
This Deluxe Hand-Held
Shower Massage is a uni-
que showerhead which
delivers 800 and 9,000
Comes with a 60-inch
chrome hose for use as
.hand-held model or with
mounting bracket to use
as-a stationary model. On-
ce you experience a
shower with the Shower
Massage® , you'll never
want to return to a regular
showerhead...
Besides giving a gentle spray, it
delivers pufsating jets of water. In-




Painted aluminum on galvanized
steel U.S. Postmaster's mail-
boxes Silver gray U S. #1
queen size
Change fitters regularly to keep








Drop forged, chrome plated
steel sets In standard or
metric stzeti. Both contain
21 pieces. Case included.
Rugged urethane with good insulation.
Features hinged lid, durable end han-
dles and 35-quart capacity.
All Steel stand supports 30 x 76
-inch
100% Polyester bedway with white 
fringe. 88
Its mildew resistant and wea
therized for
easy care. Includes 10' washable 
—
Combination set Includ-
ing 1/2" and %" drives.





FREEZER. . . fun
to make and a









  Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1978
What kind. of day will
tomorrOw be? To find out what
the stars say, read the foreca34
given for your birth Sign.
,-ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Curb an inclination to act OE
• make decisions too quickly. In
- holding discussions, don't try to
force issues or you could
overshoot a safe mark.
TAURUS
(Air. 21 to May 21/ dial'
Planetary restrictions lift
achievement considerably
easier Not only should routine
matters go well, but you may
even have an opportunity to
cash in on an avocational
t May 22 to June 21 U
Great activity indicated in
your area — which should prove
highly stimulating. Especially
favored: written matters,
aviation interests, travel plans.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)00
Though many means to ad-
vancement exist, you could
throw a 'wrench into, the




(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4.(2,ttl
Thine should be fairly stable
in both your business and
personal life now. Incentive and
ambition, teamed up, should
help to bring ultimate ob-
jectives more clearly into focus.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) UP
Certain changes are in order,
others are NOT.. Don't go
"against the -path" neediest*
'or. penetrate too deeply into
unknown seas before you have
the know-how and OW ads.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) IP. =Ili
 -introduce- -a- -new• note ,--
perhaps a new approach— to
give more spark to day's
doings. Output will substan-
tially improve.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Go after the big gains but do
not expect to have things your
way all along the line. Be
prepared for some opposition
and you can meet it more
easily.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 t )eirilic •
A tabulation of -musts" may
uncover a weak program — one
that should be pepped up to
show your abilities to better
advantage.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Not much planetary help
here. How the day turns out will
be largely up to yourself. Use
your witsto project the ef-
fective and eliminate the
mediocre.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -4• ••••"2?1L
Look well into proposed
suggestions or you may find
yourself involved where you
least desire it. Some definite
-no" answers will be required.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)"(a.
Avoid tendencies toward
restlessness and unruliness.
Note warning signals. Many
errors and misguided moves
can thus be averted. Shun ex-
tremes.
NOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great versatility
--- especially along creative
lines; are independent and
extremely self-reliant. In using
your many talents, you always
express yourself originally —
often brilliantly Painting,
writing and musical com-
position are your greatest fates
but, as a lover of the outdoors
and all living creatures, you
could also succeed as a botanist,
horticulturist, landscape
gardener or veterinarian
Traits to curb: obstinacy and
lack of concentration. Birthdate
of. Irving Berlin, composer,
Salvador Dali, artist.
Adv•rhs•rs . or•
r•qu•s to cheek Mi.,







US PROMPTLY IN CASE
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FROM THE GOVERNOR'S-DESK
Toothahes perhaps
aren't as common now as they
-were when some of tic were
youngsters but we still have a
long way to go before- we
eradicate that needless pain.
The facts are that ,'even
today, fully one-half ,of ,all
Kentucky children under the
age of 16 never have been to a
dentist.
It is apparent then, that
measures must be taken to
_helpspAre ou_r_citizenethe psi_n
and whet health problems
sively that the best, rqost
economical ,way to prevent or
substantially reduce tooth
cavities on a population-wide
basis is by the use of fluoride.
Studies also show that -a
person who has drunk fluori-
dated watei all his or her life
...seili_.-have---fse- percent fewer
dental cavities than would
someone who did not have
sh exposure_More than 95
percent -Of the public water
ttuther reduce tooth decay by
another 49 percent,. "
.. This mouthrinse program
is strictly voluntary but nom
than 9Q percent ot the
students where it has been
made available have been
participating in it. The total
number of children taking part
this school year is 350,000,
fronvall_across. this _Common,
wealth, including schools in.
., each of Kentucky's 120'.
--counties,
With increased funding in
our new u get, we pan to
make this vahlable program
available to every student
enrolled in a public elemen-
tary school in Kentucky. At
the small cost of just 55 cents
per- child, it is expected that
treating 400,000 children with
the mouthrinsr once a week
will prevent approximately
200,00k3cavilies. • -
One problem in the past
has been finding a way to
make fluoride treatment avail-
able to preschool children who
live in rural areas, away from
fluoridated water Supplies.
With new ,funds in our up-
coming budget, we now will be
'hie to make fluoride drops or
tablets available to approxi-
mately 2,400 such young
.children.
In communities where
fluoridated water is used,
people do not have a problem
with cavities on their front
teeth'. -- Fluotide-
significint protection . on
-' smooth services like that.  . -
Fluoride, is less effective,
however, on the biting sur-.
----fares-of-the-bselt-teetb-rwitiek—
have deep crevices. Modern
science has just come up with a
new way to attack this.
problem.
We in Kentucky are going
to be among the 'leaders in •
using this new technique to
further protect the -teeth of
our citizens.
This new method is a
plastic sealant that is applied
-to. those vulnerable biting
Surfaces of the back teeth.
When itisdone in a sySte-
matte and timely manner, it is
believed this sealant can pre-
vent 85 to 90 percent of all
cavities - in fact, making the
chewing surfaces almost im-
pervious to decay.
With funds in our up-
coming budget, We plan to
treat the teeth of 25,000
children with this plastic
sealant next fiscal year and
another 19,500 childreit in
school year 1979-80.
Our people who are
working on this program tell
me they know of no other.
state that has . appropriated
funds for this kind of sealant
program, which promises to be
one of the most effective ways
yet found to preserve healthy
teeth._ •
In fact, Kentucky has
gained national recognition as
a leader in state preventive
programs aimed at fostering
good dental health. Nisei. few
programs anywhere are as
cost-effective as ours is.
Having healthy teeth
helps us look and feel better.
Preventive programs like our
state government 'offers also
save our citizens hundreds of
dollars in dental hills -- and,
many times, considerable suf-
fering as well. ,
thing so common as tooth' .







In Kentucky. , we have
gone one step further along
this line by also providing a
fluoride mOuthrinse in our
public schools once a week, a









To DO With Labor,.Industry Issues
Union and industry leaders
have traditionally met at the
so-called -bargaining table"
when faced with seemingly
unnegotiable labor contracts.
Too often agreement is
reached only after countless
such sessions, some lasting




McBrayer and Labor Com-
missioner James Yocom
together decided to take a new
approach to these disputes by
trying to head them off before
ever take shape. Toward
that end their departments
Their seminars • will be
conducted on issues relevant„,
to both labor and Industry,






and effective techniques used
to resolve labor disputes.
In addition, recreational
activities will be pursued
throughout the three-day
event on the premise that
plant -manager and a union
leader may sometimes better
work out their differences on'
the golf course than in the
annual "Labor-Management room."
Classic," set for May 10-12 at Both McBrayer and Yocom
Kentucky Dam Village State are enthusiastic supporters of
Resort Park, near Gilbert- the classic. According to




MADISON, Wis. ( AP) — The
linh-century French painting
"Sunrise" by Claude-Joseph
Vernet is one of the recent ac-
quisitions of the Eivehlem Art
Center ire.
, Verne(, a master of marine
landscape painting, completed
'I-Sunrise" in 1759. It was one of
four works- commissioned
the third Duke of Bridgewater
in 1753.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobocribon obi Wm me
resolved Attir Itomo-tollosted
copy of Ttoo *Mymy /saw &
Timm lop SIN p.m.• 1111444411-
Johis, in lop 44111144-as.
'vs.' ono/ to old FS3-1914
littoollsp-Moloy, 3•11 pm.
stad 4p. to. Sotordopo, to boors
adrorf of tbo osmoporor. GIL
..,s. /6"11 67 PAL etoo4-
&me or 4 pm. tottravo to
goormotoo Mairery.
panies settled their contracts
without work stoppages
because of last year's
gathering. Moreover, the two
commissioners said one strike
that had been underway for a
week was actually settled in a
cabin at Kentucky Dam
during the first classic.
"We have received many
inquiries from other states
wanting to know how we
managed to work with the
Labor Department in
arraning_thits classic. They
tell us that they don't even talk
to the labor commissioner in
their state. Well, it has been
easy for us because Jim and I
said.
Yocom noted that although
the classic requires close
cooperation between both
oenartmenta, the agencies"
have just provided the im-
petus whereas -lirivate in-
dustry &rid labor
organizations are chiefly
responsible for the con-
ference's success. The event is
funded entirely by private
industry with no tax money
involved, the two com-
missioners emphasized.
"Kentucky is a step ahead of
other states in that we are
bringing together tabor and
management by other means
than just the bargaining
table," Yocom observed.
McBrayer stated that in-
terest in this year's upcoming
event already has more Than
adding that he would like to
see the classic established as a
permanent fixture of State
government. The commerce











seminars will be taught by
experts from across the state
and remembering those of last
year's conference he said,
"No one gets up and leaves the
meetings. . . they are very
interesting."
Seminar topics have been
expanded this year with more ,
emphasis on the sessions. The
discussion on alcoholism is a
new addition and promises to
be one of the most interesting,
said Ralph Gilmer, director Of
the AFL-CIO's- occupational
alcoholism program.
Tilmer said alcoholism is
now -increasingly recognized
as a "major problem" in
us
is already working with in-










































































































































Q: Mr. E. M. asks
whether an active sex life
will, help to prevent en-
largement of the prostate
gland in an older man.
A: No relationship ap-
pears to exist between sex-
ual activity and the en-
largement of the prostate
gland in older men. En-
largement may occur in
both the person who has no
sexual activity and in an-
other who is quite active.
Fortunately, enlargement
of the prostate is clinically
significant in only about
one out of 10 older men.
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CaTTOil, his term will be short.
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HOW CAN YOU FALL
A5LEEP IN THE MIDDLE
OF A BALL GAME?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Either Democrat Foster
Ockerman or Republican
Elmer Carrell will be the next
chairman of the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance.
But no matter who is
selected by Gov. Julian
in August.
Ockerman and Carrell were
nominated Tuesday by the
registry to replace Louisville
attorney Stanley Chauvin,
who recently resigned as
chairman to work in the re-
election campaign of U.S. Sen.,.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, 1)-
Carroll will choose' one of
the men to serve as chairman.
-Normally the party of the man
selected would then nominate
three candidates to replace
him.
However, there is 'some
question whether the current
vacancy will be filled in the
light of the terms expiring in
August, when the whole
selection process will have to
begin again.
,Only otie- more regular
quarterly — meeting is
SORRY, AAANAGER.
WA1CI41N6 YOUR 6RACEFUL





WE MUST STAmo ot.r 'nos
PETTY OFFICE PILFERING/
Also, no relationship ex-
ists between the amount of
sexual activity in a man
and his chances of develop-
ing cancer oi the prostate.
This serious disease is un-
related tcr benign prostatic
enlargement.
The prostate should be
checked annually in men
past 50 years of age for
enlargement or evidence
of cancer. Usually, a rectal
examination by an experi-
enced physician is suffi-
cient to tell whether the
prostate is normal or
scheduled — on June 21. While
the agency will still handle
spending reports from the
May 23 primary, there are few
state races for the registry to
handle.
Lamar Garon, staff
assistant, said the candidates
in the • Senate and
Congressional races do not
report to the state agency,
which oversees campaign
spendink: - ,
He said the only candidates
that need to report are the
three running for a state -
Supreme Court judgeship,
three candidates Seeking a
county judge-executive
vacancy in Cumberland
County, and Ovro unopposed
candidates for-Trigg County
circuit court clerk and Let-
eher County attorney.
When the five terms on the
registry are up in August, the
state central executive
committee of the two parties
will submit names to Carroll,
who will then select the new
members. He must select
three Democrats and two
Republicans.
The new registry members












testing is needed to deter-
mine signficant obstruc-
tion or to rule out a possi-
ble early cancer.
Fortunately, a blood test
(an enzyme) is now devel-
oped and will soon be gen-
erally available to help
detect cancer of the pros-
tate at an early stage of
development. Such early
diagnosis increases the




Q: Mrs. D. B. wants to
 know how
a new fingernail to grow
back after removal of the
nail.
A: Under normal conch-
the nail-forming
of 'the finger Is **-
significantly damaged, the
new nail usually grows
back and covers the nail
bed in three to . four
months.
" ATTEND CONFERENCE — Students from the Murray Area Vocational Education Cen-
ter VICA Club participated in the Kentucky %/CA leadership Conference held May 1-3
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Lexington. They were all voting delegates and were ac-
cnmjaattied lay lames, lawvatx, schual ccvatdinalcit. The group, made a tour of the State
• Capiloi and talked with Ger.. /Wan Carroll Atteading wet*, kit to right, Nay Carson,
auto mechanics who participated in the secondary state job interview contest Susan
Wright, licensed practical nursing student; David Myers, appliance repair student;
Naomi Schmelter, licensed practical nursing student who participated in the Post-
Secondary job interview contest placing second in the state contest.
Ashland ....
Bowling Green WKGB 53
Covington WCVN 54
' Elizabethtown WKZT 23
Hazard INKHA 35
Lexington-Richmond  ANKLE 46




8.:-30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/230 .











7:00,6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT





/7:00 KENTUCKY NOW 7
8:30/7:30 TEN YEARS AF-
TER KERNER Examination of
minority employment' practices
the U.S. ten years after the
Kerner Commission's indict-
ment of hiringbractices of daily
newspapers.
.9;00/8:00 THE ADVOCATES
"Should the Federal Govern-
ment T Creditst Par-
ents tor School .Tuition?"
A D.:Dors 00 IN MASTER EC E
NEATRE: DUB MUTUAL
FRIEND Mr. Boffin is growing
more and more "'miserly. But
—what's come over the beautiful
Bella? IR)




















9:00/8:00 WAR AND PEACE
'Reunions" There is no news of
Andrei and he is assumed dead.
10:00/9:00 ARABS AND IS-
RAELIS "Jerusefern" What eve-
ryone considers to be the last
and perhaps most difficult rid-
-e to be solved on the road 40
Lseace - the future of the Holy
Oity,
10:30/9:30 THE ORIGINALS
rudors Welty" IR from Mon)
Morehead WKMR 38 Boston-gutter ......
Murray Mayfield ..  WKMU 21 Cowan Craek-Eolia
Owenton WKON 52. Falmouth 
Pikeville  WKPI 22 Louisa  . . . . . 10
Somerset VVKSO 29 Pineville . .... .. 8
Whitosburfr  043
12:30 p.m./11:30 a.m. _ NEW
SHAPES:
1:00/12:00 CEO SERIES
"Math II: F ractions",
1:30/12:30 CEO SERIES--
"Math 111:--Decimals"
2:00/1:00 GUTEN TAG IN
DEUTSCH LAND First fp a
series cif 30 programs---designed
to.F conversation-al German.






TORY GARDEN Jim intro-
duces Jerusalem Artichokes and.
Chinese vegetableuto his garden.
4:00/3:00 THE FRENCH-"
CHEF "Cheese Souffle"
4:30/3:30 DAY OF THE KILL-
ER TORNADOES This docu!
mentary looks at the killer
storms that moved through Ken-
tucky and the surrounding





women going to be assigned
combat roles in the military?
(Captioned)
6:00/5:00 NOVA Nova exam-
ines lasers and their impact on
our lives on "The Light of the
21st Century."
7:00/6:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Sky Pirates- Two
brothers loin forces with en
ex-pilot to foil an attempt to
smuggle the Napoleon Diamond





FAMILIES "The Buuke Family
of- Georgia" (RI
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
"Martin Mull / Flo and Eddie"









Gordon communicates with his




12:30/11:30 GUTEN TAG IN








-"IIAANCES "Shooting the Chan-
'defier'. A historian serving in the 
.—'-111 -u-illan Army joins up with the
-.secret police during .the. 1945.
"liberation" of Czechoslovakia.
- BLUE COLLAR-
-- CAPITALISM Examination of
the problems experienced by
the-owner-workers of the Ver-
_coontAsbestas C‘teetp  And ilicriE
ultimate failure.
5:00/4:00 MEETING
MINDS Sir Thomas More is
grilled.
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim shows
how to handle container grown
vegetables
6:30/5:30 GED SERIES "Math
.. IV: Rounding off Numbers" -
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES -Math
V: Percents






__used. to be such a kind man, but
Mr. Venus and Mr. Wegg won't
be put off, they are after Har-
mon's will.
10:00/9:00. WAR AND PEACE
There is no news of Andrei and
the, old Prince assumes hirri to
.- be dead. •
MONDAY, MAY 15
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7.30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30










-6:30/5-t30 BASICAttY BASE- -
BALL First in a four-part series'
designed to help youngsters and
their coaches With the skills of
hitting, fielding, pitching and
specialities.
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6;30 THE DICK CAVETT
'SHOW
8-00/7:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Homes-Air Travel -
Music"
8.:30/7;30 _TURNABOUT A
view of the singles lifestyle and
EAST WINNERS — Students from East Calloway Elementary who were winners in the
recent poster contest held by the Calloway County Humane Society were, left to right,
hack row, Terry Cunningham, second, Tammy Thomas, fourth, Cindy lones, third,
,5.;'k Renee Taylor,- first, overall county secona in grades four through six; front row, Susan\ tdmonson, first, Matthew Cohen, second, overall county fourth in kindergartenthrough threerChristy Mullinax, fourth, and Beth Boaz. third. )4„,_
the $40 billion industry which
'eaters to it.
.9:00/13:00 MEETING- OF -
'MINDS Steve Allen moderates
discussion by Atilla te Hun,
Emily Dickinson, Galileo end -
Charles DarWiri.
10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS
'Eudora lAielty:' Ms. Welty-reads - - -
from one of her short stories,
-"Why I Live at the P.O."
10:30/9:30 DAY OF THE
-KILLER TORNADOES This
documentary examines the
events surrounding April 3rd,
1974's place in history as the
. day of —
TUESDAY, MAY 16
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30




-: 4 00/5: 00 SESAME -STREET- _-







7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
.SHOW
' 8:00/7:00 NATIONAL CEO-
GRAPHIC SPECIAL "The Ani-
mals Nobody Loved" An obiec-
live look at "varvittnts" of the
American West - the rattle-
:snake, the coyote, the wild
mustang. IA)
9:00/8:00 TOUR EN L'AIR
AND BALLET ADAGIO Docu-
mentary depicting the complex
relationship of Canadian ballet
Jancers David and Anna Maria
Holmes.
10:00/9:00 SOME OF THE
PRESIDENTS MEN Four form-
er_Qesidential press secretaries,
Pierre Salinger, George Reedy;
Ron Ziegler and Ron Nesse°
answer questions about the
:inner workm-gs of - the **taco-




8:30/7:30. a.m. to 3.30/230












7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/630 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW,
8:00/7:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: LIVE FROM LIN-
COLN CENTER "The Amer,-
an.Ballet, Theater" (3 hours)
In 256 B.C. the Romans de-
feated the Carthaginian fleet
off the promontory of the Sici-































Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made- from any
size into any size.
W llets low as 8a OW cents .
52001.1 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parkinf
_lot, use our reseren-
trance. Call 753-8668 9-12 or 1-3
2 Police











UP man good deal for
right man Phone 753-
7393.





Full and part time,
Experience desired, but
will train. In applying
'give name, sex, marital
status in own hand-











needs salemen. Apply in
person only.
1 
We have more gifts
- IITlitchen, Starke VW
Tot:me, 
Mother at the Noon-
da 121h and Poplar.




few evening a week-
earn $200.00 weekly.
Demonstrate MERRI-





.. Call Ann Baxter.
collect at 31S 556-
8881 or write MERRI-
MAC, 801 JACKSON,
DUBUQUE, 'IOWA
SOME ONE TO MOW.
Murray Manor yard.





- 753-9885 for ap-
pointment
--BRICK LAYER' boar
or job. Call 753-406 till 5
p.m. 436-5676 after 5
p.m
• BIBLE FACTS INC. - In
Ezekiel 8: 15-18 the Lord
'says he will deal in Eery
and not have pity upon
those who worship the
sun Jerrinah 8:2 tells
what happens to those
orho worship the host of
the heavens. Newly
dedicatedSun Day. May
3rd. dominated local and
national- news without



























male night clerk at




Excellent pay. Call 753-
6038.
Has opening for a
swing manager
trainee. Must be 18 or
older. Must be able to
work weekends. No
phone calls. Apply in
person only.
HELP WANTED
Employment opening for the following positions:
Plant nurse shift work
RN and Industrail nursing • experience
desirable.
Clerk Typist. Excellesit typeist with gmend 
office experience,  .  
EDP Clerk. Typhig experience with key punch'
training desirable. -
Excellent fringe benefits and pay with growing





:°4114,L_IE WAIT ADS ARE YOUR BEST BM
Has opening for new
employees cull time
or part time, male or
female for day and
nights. Must be able
to work weekends, no
others need apply.
No phone calls. Must




terested in singing with
a gospel quartet, to
perform" eat Nursing



















II a We be NOW lusloy1 d
ORS yes cm
newaidbaina
. • 11111111110Mie "
Me* MANS DIAMOND:, ring
III lint Irs. One I& one-third carat, yellow
--mmramr-oreir-wr-wv-w.-----g6Itt-ralr7513-122cr. 
adedyr• amid las Ise MIL
Say* & 1.. Assacialieas. WO*
Srlosts, boo* Colors.Sail
IM w bail Sim. hell h-
am Paola Wiwi. labia,
lwisewi Mew Nidtinwiii- -
h. dy. Maly, Slit wilt S. Aese. - •
cisi aiu Mims is mom
--jelinnow igauersminpr-- SEARS AUTOMATIC
ad eallowi iscil lbw bides .washer, $75. White ,2
dsueb..Ti.eIlo  piece French Provincial
NI as* tail is al Gyailies bedroom suite, $65. All
Win emus (m. memo in good condition. Y Call
a coma sada* 753-2753.
be masa ft/ 'Own
be beellee be Yaw farad
as oats to sang hi roe a
mew)
Yea vi ben, presided kerna
a ski ar a at • Ina a-
MN el or lary aostailsal-n be..
▪ I. In Mika I a ana-ad
MAI 4114144 wows* Irk le HOSPITAL BED _coin-
in °Idle" boons be mut • plete with mattress.
"eel *ei 4Weiselle. . Rail and tray. MOO
▪ b;ellem he k• Call 436-5394.
awn I yes ats&
MR CONDITIONERS.
R.C. Evans, 474-8848, or
474-2748.
ONE HEAVY Duty
wagon with bed and
sides. Ellis Popcorn Co.,
753-5451. •
USED PORTABLE G. E.
air conditioner. $15.00
month. Call Goodyear
753-0595 before 6 km.
DRAW DRAPES green
unlined with pins. Two
80" X84" and one96" X
84". Call 753-3398
TWO WHEEL TRAILER
with good tires, and




a better job with famous
Blue Lustre. Western




Two dinette sets with 6
chairs. Two old kitchen
cabinets one with meal






and white T.' V.s, 100-,
school desk, r)i.unber of
other household items.
Cash register. Call 759-
4895 until IQ
1!.). farm Equipment
4020 JD tractor, excellent
condition. ;467 model.
New !odor lime and
• fertilizer b"1. Call 435-
4301. -
CULTIVATOR. 3 point
hitch. two row. Two
wheel utility trailer, 5 it
10, 48" high with tarp
Call 753-1281.
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.
INTERNATIONAL 806
tractor, "five 14" serni
mounted plows. 12 ft.
Krause disc Call 753-
FOR SALE 304k gallon







trailer. 16' long with 2'
dove tail, 8' wide. Call 1-
898-3429.
1971 FORD F350. 1 ton,
360 V-8, four speed, 8' X
- 12' Parkhurst bed, 3'
wood sides, 40,000 miles.
Call 753-7805 after 6 p.m.
BEAT 'ME RUSH and
save Money. Two used
combines, 660 Case and
Massey Ferguson. Two
• full blocks of used-
G. E. WASHER and





coffee table and two end
tables, dishwasher,
velvet headboard bed.
Call after 6 Rm. 753-
E751.






14. Want To Buy
WE BUY USED 'mobile







wagon. Call 753-9328. •
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
15 Articles For Sale
6000 BTU portable air
conditioner, demon-
strator, full warranty, 15
- months, 4E5 per -month
Call Goodyear before 6
p. ni. 753-0595.
WANTED DEALERS:
To install Imperial sprayed Re-Roofing and Root
repairs an old and new buildings. It is also a
tremendous energy and insulation saver. Nearly
ivory home building owner can use it. We are the.
only manufacturer that-trains how to install with
ea Mining by. taster). installers. No fees
o( any end. We are only istorestedia selling this
rOohng and energy saving material and eeeip-
ntent that we manufacture. Can be 'applied all
year round. Write: Imperial Chemicals Inc., -4100
Wissabichea Ara, Phila., Pa. 19144 or call Mr.










OSTER Model 10 electric
clippers with Number
and 30 blades. Slightly
used, Call '489-2745
between,8 a. m. and' 2
p.m.



























sports weight yarns at ...
'12 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - manj new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full lioe of accessoriee
for each ,needleart.
Needlepoint lessons -
cost of materials only
Information call 153-
3855.
equipment. Must be sold
this week to reduce
invPritory_blurray Ford.
Tractor, 520 South 4th,
759-4895. Open till 6:30
p.m. until 10 pin.
ONE CASE Baler, one
MF hay rake, one hay
conditioner, one 2 wile
steel trailer. 'all 492-
8159,
s"rurtINE wheel disc..
Like new. Cad 753-9324-
FORD TRACTOR FOS ,
Sale. Plow, disc and
cultivator Good con-
slition. Call 489-2424.
TOBACCO STICKS • 15
cents each: Sawed;
dressed on 2 sides. Call
James Sits' 153-4120.
MASSEY FERGUSON
hay baler. 10 Series. Call
ltrt JET BOAT, 19'
Apollo 454 Chevy. Call
527-3984 days and 354-
8065 nights.
75 H.P. boat motor. 15'
boat and trailer. One
pair beagle pups. Mac
tool box and tools. Call
753-9629 after p.m.
14 FT. ALUMINUM boat,
20 horse Mercury motor
, and troth:1g motor and
depth finder, $900. 1971
GMC pickup with to-p:
per, good condition.
$1550. Call 753-1208.
MyST SELL - 271 Aollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
• equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty Edwards











1411 *On them Ky.
223 2411
NOTICE -
• M6 Warehouse Apace available, large zg, 24'
-•Neraso-rer /fru' let titsarS`..(1'ilirtit 1-24. tei.
large ,stotigh for Ana* any job !grit fin n









Across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payrfietst on 6 months old

















$15 per month. Call
Goodyear before 6 p.m.
GE 19" color TV, $'40 per
month, Call Goodyear
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
SISSONS ZENITH May
Sale,25" color T. V. with
automatic color control
and electronic tuner for
$499.95 with trade. One
year free service. We
sell the best for less..
Simons Zenith, Highway






753-0695 before 6 p.m.
19" COLOR G. E. por-
table. 1977 closeout. $20
month, Call Goodyear
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G-three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 MOBILE HOME 14 x
64, 2 bedroom, central-
air and heat. Washer \
and dryer. Partly fur-
nished. Nice. Price
$7250. Phone 753-2762.
1972 TRAILER and or lot
Call 7534113.




12 X 65 TWO bedroom, 2
Path, central heat and
air. $5200. Call 753-7494
or 75379378.
10 it 50 Mobile home. 2
bedroom. Call 753-5352.
12 it 60 . FLEETWOOD, 3







25" Zenith color TV,





tools, etc. $10,850 firm.
_ -11
753-7897. •
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Cal 753-3280,
11 Want To Rent
THREE BEDROOM. 2
bath house. With or
without option to buy.
No children or pets. Call
Fillingham 753-5986
eveningk.
32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENE 'nice fur-
ninFed apartment Mily





32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE






June 1. Call 492-8594
after 5:30 p.m.
ONE SMALL trailer and




FURNISHED 1 or 2
bedroom, married









taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
Section VIII Hud -
subsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 30-
60 days. Call 753-8668.
Ask for Brenda Jones.
Equal opportunity
housing.
33 Rooms For Rent
PRIVATE ROOMS for
rent. One block from
campus. khare bath and
kitchen facilities. $50
per month. Call 753-7853.
34 Houses For Rent
NICE HOUSE four miles
East. City water Gar-
- den. Couple. No pets.
References._Call
7551.
COUNTRY HOME and 4
acres, outbuildings,
fenced. On black top.













TWO YEAR OLD Ap-
paloosa gelding. One
year old Appaloosa filly,





Anjo'u bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls selected from over
1,000 performance
tested cows are being
offered for sale. Broad
Bent Fanm, Cadiz, Ky.




male, good rabbit dog.
Also puppies. $15.00














M-F 1:00 - 2:30P. M.
















Friday 8 alio? Saturday
till noon. 1504 Hermitage
Place.
TWO 'PARTY Moving
Sale, Saturday, May 13,







clothing. T. V. and
variety of other items.









and Saturday. 8-6 p.m.
121 just -North of Stella
on Coldwater Rd. Old
and new glass, clothes,
flowers, hundreds of











located in one of
Murray's new shopping
centers. Owner would











with nice large 2
bedroom aluminum




water heater. Has new
well and pump, large
workshop and double
garage. Has recently
been renovated and is
in tip top condition.
Located on Hwy. No.
froM_HWY,
94 East. Don't wait too
long on this one.
Choice
8 Acres
err Ifst7.' • le•,.
miles west of Midway.
Has good building site
and extra good land.







Only $3,500 each. 2
Building lots in West-
wood on Wiswell Rd.




with water front located
at Chandler Park area
• the hike (Hamlin,
KY.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918) •
plus a new road serving







with The Friendly Touch"
Make Money,
Here.. .7th & Olive. Ex-
cellent investment





now let it pay for itself.
Hard to believe at only
$25,000. Boyd-Majors






Floored end reedy. Up to 12 w 24. Also We styli, offices, tottetes,
ittabile home .d-ons, and potios, or 1.1-BUILD, prices completely ready








Fri. A S. 3-1.30
'Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
0311-thii number alter 5:00 to assure
prompt s•ryke next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments. •
eHospitai
Calls






/ • ir• Nlikk
6; Deluxe Stem $1.S49,5
LTA""-  
.4sietamseir•
ftiktrilmag",..111711r,- " . v • -
•
TV Service Center
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OPEN SHOD IN IRE
43. Real Estate
LOCATED ON A ()VIET,
tree-shaded street &this
3 bedroom brick ranch
▪ home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted • throughout,
home has Jiving room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
._the__White_ Holt e
Building, 711 Main for





Rade Jetts %MO% Custer
RENTAL PROERTY -
GOOD INVESTMENT
- Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2
apartments with
another garage apart-
ment also. Gas heat is
an economic feature;
large 85 x 351 lot with
lots of nice trees. Phone
KOPPERUD REALY,






With The Friendly Toeich"
Two For The Price Of
One. 40' x 63' Shop, 4
large offices, paneled,
carpeted. Central gas
heat and central air.
11/2 baths. Shop area is
equipped with electric
overhead door. 2 acres
of land plus a 2
bedroom 1973 trailer
with 2 baths. High 60's.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
43. Real Estate
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY - A good
building for small




Center. Heat pump and
central air. Call about







CA Mit C.1,0t 8055
LOTS FOR ALL.0.0c-
casions. We Rave listed
lots for the vacationers
in Lakeway Shores,.
Pine Bluff and Ken
Shores Estates. Or if
you are interested in
building in town, take a
look at the lot we alive
listed a 1514 Oxford
Drive in Canterbury
Subdivision. Let us show
you these fine lots or
any other lots listed with
the Multiple Listing
Service. Call John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 753-
0101 or 505 Main St.
Country atisesebero yet may
edartes ire* towel Three Ila
IAA with adjoining weeds.
Reel backyard. Carpet over
Marl/wood in living Rem and
WI. Large Li gad Mutter K.
Tile bath. loinierliete
possession. Only $34,500,
This seeders brick wed elms
hese is lecetwl sedy edwiles
fres Itiesvay. 'satires 8 Imp
bedrlisats with belt-Jas. leleg
owe, ming ream, %OR
room. with &seise* sad Ids.
chore that %dodos acame*
top male with self-cis= am
aid seicre-weve. Rath bus
warble tub enclosers and
isartii• top lebetery. EXTRA-




Has sales career opportunity in West Tenn.-
Ky. Established territory. .Quality line at Com-
petetive prices. Back with full advertising and
merchandising support. Salary plus bonus, corn-
pany car, expenses and fringe benefits. Record
of sales in paint hardware or building supplies is
preferred. Send resume to -
Will HutchItoti
Bruning Point Co.
P. 0. Box 803
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206
Tomatoes ead,
„Better Boy *Early Gki *Path
- Jetster er Golden Soy
Pepper each 20'
*Standard Tomatoes *Egg Plants
Cabbage Bedding Plants
Large Assortment Of
House Plants & Cactus
Hanging Baskets - Cactus Gardens
One Group Cacti 3/$1.00
•Open 7 lays
Hutchens Plant farm
Located Pt mi. west of Hazel Turn west on State Nine Rd. at
Hazel, geSur ml turn left at giant and go I
43 Real Estate
THE BEST OF TWO
WORLDS... large
comfortable home
located on 8 acres in
County - 4 bedrooms, 21/
bathi, family room plus
walk-out basement
...approx. 5500 sq. Ft.







991 Sycamore allorray, Ky
both. Thistcould be the
place you are looking for
,- Property is zoned-for
business, but could be
just a lovely home
within two blocks of the
courthouse, 4 bedroom
brick, 2 bath, study,
Hying room and dining
room combination with
woodburning fireplace,















this lovely lake view
home. 3 bedroom brick,
den with fireplace, large
utility or hobby room.
Now's the time to make





South 12th at Sycamore
TEL EPHOhic 753-1051
SERENE SETTING-Over




with 24 X 14 living room
4 nice bedrooms, family
room and rec room. 2
baths.. Sun Deck. ..Call
----today for more in-









With The F nem% Touch"
Mediterranean Styled
Brick. Living room
opens to rear patio
deck. Master bedroom
with modern bath,
plus 2 add'l bedrooms
and 2nd bath. Formal
dining, all appliance
kitchen, 2 car garage.
2/3 acre. Newly listed
and only 05,000. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
NOUSE AND A HALF
SHARPE ST.
Yes you pt a horse and a half when you buy this on*.
3 Bedrooms, and a bath in basement, with outside entrance.
3 Redreente, t loath, off% irftetun and ihdieg runt 'aentlaustion and TIMMY'
IAMB with iltePhkeill en main NW. - •









SIREOS Ifill WE MIRK RESINS
46. Homes For Sale
NEW HOME FOR SALE
in Canterbury Estates.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
2 car garage with




throughout, both sides  
have cathedral ceiling in





located an large corner.
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Gall 753-4449




Neat two bedroom, full
basement, heat pump,
fireplace' On vie* vz
acre. New boat dock on
deep water cove. Ideal
for retirement. Rt. 2,
Box 152, Dover, TN 37058
or 232-6777 after dark.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, 2 baths, large den,
two miles out of Murray.
Call 753-9580.
THREE BEDROOM, 21/2
bath brick fireplace; 2
car garage, 2400 sq. ft.,
utility room, built in
kitchen, great room
Plenty ctOsets.- Less
than a year old. Central
heat and air. North on
121. Low 40's Phone 489-
• 74L-
BY OWNER --.. 3
1%
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
on 1/2 an acre ir Lynn-
wood Estates., ,2 miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
41. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.












cellent running  con-
dition. $595.00. Call 753-
3222.
1967 FORD, new tires
CaU..431-42.16 aftet a.
1974 FORD Capr: Good
condition, 4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
p.m.
1968 CAMARO 327, 4
speech. 1954 Dodge
pickup, both in. fair
condition. $250 each.
Call 753-7593 after noon.
EL CAMINO topper to fit
1973-1977 models. call
753-6000.
WM Mole fer aythu.1 et
sides. Me have vied -
mows *tit Aglow* In
ssledt frost IN is 60 11.4.
4. lint trade these this week
I. redress ear Wroetery.
Several nod trucks in
sew& 185.7 laterestioriel,
..-- tot whit II ft. bed. $11%.
- 1976 1 to. Feed truck with
ameba fiat hod, 5428$.
1977 Feed pickup hen to..
1976 8111C % ten picky,.
1976 HONDA 750 F good
condition low mlleage.
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078:- -
1975 550 HONDA
motorcycle. $600. Call
753-0882 after 4 p.m.




USED TIRES. $3.00 and
up. Various sizes. Call
Goodyear, 7 53-05 95
before 6 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 t-CHEVROLET, 4
wheel drive, 10 Series.
Four speed, 400 motor,
custom deluxe cab. Lock
in hubs, wide wheels and
tires. 1976 Ford 250, 4
speed, lock in hubs, AM-
FM tape player, power
steering and brakes.
Call 474-2384.
1973 DATS14N 610 wagow.--
Automatic tran-





brown and gold. Call
753-3090.
19418 DODGE 2 ton truck.
Two speed axle. 318
engine. Call 753-3090.
1958 CHEVROLET or ton,
good shape. Call 901-593-
3111 after 5 p.m. or 901-
642-8544 ask for Curt.
1972 OLDS 98, full power




tego, power, air, AM-
FM stereo. needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but Motor .
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
50 Campers
Western Ky. Travel
Trader Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
8' - CABOVER' truck
camper. Self contained
Nice. Best reasonable
offer. Call 753-1566 or
753-4594.
Si. Services Offered
ANY KIND of hauling in
cit or county. Call 759-
1247 or 753-9685.
SI. Services Offered
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
4364348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall










roofs sealed. Call Jack






J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined



























parer st•oting, end poorer
broke*. 1960 I too In-
ternetioael end 
ether treats to cheese
fres. Several fused can to
almost treat. Those can be
sees ort blarney Ford Trac-
tor, 920, Teeth 4th, klerrey,
Ky. 159-41.5.
1969 FORD one ton with








1973 DATSLN truck, good
condition, one owner,
66,000 actual miles.
$1900 Call days 1-615-












product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
• 42* kill 'PI/861W,Sir
tenor. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we












ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Fiele





DO YOU need stumps
removedfrom your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stamps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaver
only sawdust and chips.
_ rail for free Estimate,










ficient service. No job













struction Co., Route 2
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.






VERY SHARP 1974 Vega
GT, excellent condition.
AM-FM radio. Air with
GT package. Call 489-
2'715.
1976 CHENY MONZA.
Low mileage. $2500 or
best offer. (all 759-1158.
1973 FORD F250, 4 wheel
drive with camper shell.
Call 753-0597 after 6 p.m
1971 FIREBIRD. Power.
air. Good condition Call
492-8836 after 5:30.
1965 CON TINENTA L






very nice. Call 753-6680.
1973 CADILLAC, white
four door. white vinyl
ton. Remo leather in-





with white • top. -White
, interior Extra sharp
29,000 actual miles
loaded. $.5,500. Call 759-





trilacr )O Ups, used
camp, 11r-toppers.
All stfteicourilt.lwittes.
ChninIctP iihe Of parts
and sfinries. We
servi, , hat we sell.
Open 1RYNSaturday,
7 a.io. Sunday,
12;30 until Pan. East 94
Highwa., I miles from
Murr a % all 753-0605.
Exciting Real Estate Careers
Excellent opportunity to join established real
estate firm now opening in Murray. Come grow
with Gallery Of Homes. Prefer person with real
estate experience in this area, but will consider
trainee if properly qualified otherwise.












WILL BABYSIT in my
home for children four





Expert know how Paris
Roofing Co., 642-8545.
CONSERVE ENERGY








fe 7, "Iloit- 258,
Murray Ky. 42071 502-
435-4527.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.





People Who Care. We
are recommended by 30
leading carpet mills*





,Company Inc. Air coi
dition sales and ser-







method deasis carpets es...
Lost -
35 pound portable power-
house does all the work
EcreanTTIstei-and vacuums
out deep down dirt and




a frill:bon of the cost
(Y01.1 SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM).




--SCRAP CANDY end Tog
rolls, $1.00-$1.50 per
pound. 7 to 5 daily Ky.
Candy Co. Alma.
54. Free Column
FREE KITTENS to good
home. Two yellow, 1 tan,
one tabby. Call 753-8761
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIC!NS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES RAT RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS













* Mother's Day-Special 3, .: Extend your personal greetings this year, With a greeting ad in te-
lt the Xurray Ledger& Times. . **
: Personalize your greeting by inserting a photo of you, your:*
* family, the grandchildren or your mother al .a small extra cost.:*
: Make Mother's Day 1978 a special day for her by inserting a -41:
:photo of her in the ad. *. *
t No ads-smaller-than-1 leol. -by-1--ineh-will-ke-aecepted- (Not* . ** Photo). .* . **: All ads must be received at this office by May 12, 1-978, 12 :*;noon, ;
* You furnish the photograph, any photograph will do, black & t* *: white preferred. • ** .. . *** Two Column Photo '8.00 *-*** ** One Column Photo '5.00 **
*
* ** I 'Column by-1 -Inch 2.00 *** ** * . . .** Make it a- special day for Nom Kith a l'ilblia,Pechirut wri vI *ic .
*your love that she raw treasurelketrerer-7,-:,-,;,--,4,1__ t -
: Extra copies of the Murray Ledger & Times may' be priFirlis'ed*




'llfo4come to the MIMS, ond nicest food-
know you M engoy ow many specialty
Lisoortments and the haws, food variety in
March' WI look ford to serving you in Wm
all new beautiful 14111111141011.
MI▪ S 
g▪ m▪ ▪ with this coupon and '10 00 cordsoso excluding items prohibited by low ond in addition to tho cost O▪ W
gm of coupon merchandise. Subtract to applIcabie tains. Lund one Expires May 16th
0111111111111111111111111111111111111-1111
ADVERTISED ITEINvPOIKY
Each of Mose advert.sed items to required
to be readily aisodabki for sale .n each
Arogor stem except as spooficaily noted
this od_ If to do run out et en &ginned
tens yee'.111 ono, you your choice of a
comparable aim when °wadable reflecting
the some sorigs or 0 ranched, which yn14
'Witte you to purchase the °dyes-avid tens
ot the adyon.sed once inns*, 30 days
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The Kroger Co
VISIT OUR FULL SERVICE DELUXE DELICATESSEN - BAKERY























rinse FROZEN 4 611 AVG.
CiT o VAC SHAME ramps WARR
Fully-Cooked Ham 
Catfish Steak














WILLIAMS tu.s149Pork Sausage  PIG .
EXCFP1 FROM MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 'TIL SA.M. SUNDAY
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